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This investigaticn was undertaken to develop and appl new measure-

ment techniques for obtaining the small-signal and large-sigal microwave

characteristics of ceramic nonlinear dielectrics. To this end, three

different studies were made.

A transmission method for measuring the small-signal complex dielec-

tric constant was derived and is described in detail. Measurements were

made on representative ceramics in the X-band frequency range, and the

results are given as curves of the real part of the relative dielectric

constant and of the loss tangent as functions of temperature with dc bias

levels up to 32 kv./ca.

An experimental curve of the relative dielectric constant of a

73% barium titanate-27% trontium titanate ceramic was obtained for the

frequency range of 3 Wcto 270 I~c. The millimeter wavelength charac-

teristics were obtained by measuring t transmission through a modified

Fabry-Perot interferometer and show tnat th lative dielectric constant

remains at approximately 2000 up to 60 AVY , but t. n decreases with

increasing frequenc' to a value of 500 at 270 kMc. 
/
A curve showing the

per cent change of the relative dielectric constant over the temperature

range from 95'F to 123F (the Curie temperature is approximately 72 F)

was also obtained. The curve shows that this measure of the temperature

nonlinearity has a imum of 40% at 60 kMc but decreases rapidly with

increasing freqsency to become zero at 150 kMc, thus indicating thac ne4

polarization mechanism giving rise to the peak of the dielectric constant

at (V e Curie temperature undergoes a relaxation in this frequency interval.
The large-signal microwave characteristics of a nonlinear dielectric

were measured at 3 k1m by using a re-entrant coaxial cavity in witch a
cylindrical post of the ceramic was placed in the region of high electric

field intensity An equivalent circuit for the cavity was derived, at:d

power series expansions were made for the large-signal dielectric constant
and rf condactivity of the ceramic and In-luded in the nonlinear d3,ffer-

ential equation describing the equivalent circuit. A condition on the

solution of the differential equation was obtained which describes the

response of the cavity to a constant level of Incident power. The linear

terms in the differential equation were evaluated with sall-signal
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and rf conductivity were evaluated by fitting theoretical curves calcul-

theexprimnta cuvesof the cavity response. The resulting value of

therf ondctiityis .5+ (5-7 x 16O1 ± 2.I4 x 10-1 2
)E

2 
mhos/sv~ter and

tha ofthedieecticconstant is eoE0 65xW11±16.101EI

whee isth elcticfield intansity invlsmtrand eso is the
dielectriczntn ffe spae.
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CIArXR I

INROIXTCIION

In the last few years increased interest has focused on the use of

ferroelectrics in microwave devices. The fundamental characteristic of

a ferroelectric is that the curve of the material's polarization result.

ing from the application of a low-frequency electric field has the shape

of a hysteresis loop. When a ferroelectric crystal is 'eated through a

particular temperature, called the Curie temperature (or simply To),

the polarization will reach n sharp peak and then drop. Above To  the

material will no longer be ferroelectric; however it my exhibit non-

linearity with respect to the applied electric field over a considerable

temperature range. In dditinn, the rf losses in the material decreeze

above T. . Ferroelectric ceramics display the same gcneral character-

isticz but the Curie temperature is not so well defined, and the peak of

polarization at To is neither as high nor as sharp as that of the cor-

responding crystal.

It is this nonlinearity above Tc i.e., the dielectric constant

being a function of the applied electric field strength, that is of

interest for microwave devices. Among the many possible small-signal

applications of nonlinear dielectrics are cavity tuning, phase shifting,

tunble filtering, and switching; and possible large-signal applications

include frequency multiplying and parametric amplifying.

.ne use of ceramic nonlinear dielectrics has several sdvantagez. over

other presently available nonlinear elements: the ceramics can be cut or

ground to almost any desired shape, they require no bulky and expensive

biasing equipment since they are biased by electric fields, and their dc

resistance is typically 1012 ohm cmiso that thc current drain an a bie
R
s

supply is small. They have high-power handling capabilities, can be

tuned rapidly, are isotropic when no bias is applied, and are rel.ttively

simple to make.

At present there are several disad.antages. Most nonlinear ceramics

now offered commercially have high dielectric constants and relatively high

loss. Although a high dielectric constant is desirable for some appli-

cations5 such as capacitor miniaturization, it is a decided disadvantage
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at microwave frequencies because of the difficulty met in matching into

and out of the materials and because an electrically large element vill

usually be physically small and may require precision fabrication. The

ceramics are temperature sensitive; hovever, often they can be manufac-

tured to have a high enough operating temperature so that temperature

stabilization can be obtained with a simple thermoswitch and heating

element. Single crystals of a few ferroelectrics are available; but they

are difficult to grov, expensive, small in size, and strongly arisotropic

even without bias. They also have a higher dielectric constant than the

corresponding ceramic and are extremely temperature-sensitive.

There were three main objectives to this project:

(1) To develop a technique for measuring the smal-signal complex

dielectric constant of low-loss, nonlinear, ceramic dielectrics; to obtain

curves of the dielectric const.t as a function of temperature and dc bias

in the 8 to 12 kM frequency range; and to derive the expected behavior

when used in several devices.

(2) To measure the frequency variation of the small-signal dielec-

tric constant of a ceramic nonlinear dielectric at millimeter wavelengths.

(3) To develop a technique for measuring the large-signal behavior

of one of the ceramics used in the small-signal measurements, and to

obtain curves with which the expressions derived to describe the large-

signal behavior can be evaluated.

Each of the following three chapters in this report describes the

manner in which one of the above objectives was attained.

In Chapter II the derivation and use of a new type of transmission

measurement technique Is described. This technique is particularly well

suited for quickly measuring the small-signal complex dielectric constant

of high-permittivity ceramics. The measurement results Zr several repre-

sentative materials are given in the form of curves of the real part of

the relative complex dielectric constant and the loss tangent as a lunction

of temperature and bias. The results for a ceramic of 73$ barium titan-

ate-27A e.rontium titanate are used to predict theoretically .. e btaavior

of a phase shifter and a tuned cavity.

In Chapter III the measurements made at millimeter wavelengths are

reported and the results plotted as functions of frequency. One curve

gives the relative dielectric constant and a second shows the per cent

- 2 -



change of the relative dielectric constant in a stated temperature interval.

The frequency varied from approximately 50 to 270 kMe.,

In Chapter IV a new measurement technique is described for obtaining

the coefficients of the two-power-series expansions used to describe the

nonlinear behavior of a ceramic dielectric when subjected to large signals.

The measurements were made with a coaxial re-entrant cavity that contained

a cylinder of the dielectric. The power-series expansions for the

nonlinear capacitance and the nonlinear conductance representing the di-

electric in a lumped equivalent circuit of the cavity are used in the

differential equation of the circuit, and a condition on the solution of

the differential equation is derived. Curves of the response of the

cavity were obtained and are given as a function of the drive frequency

for various incident power levels. These curves were then used with the

condition on the solution of rhe differential equation to obtain the co-

efficients in the power-series expansions. The cavity and its design are

described as is the method used to fabricate the dielectric cylinders.

The derivations are, for the most part, given in the appendices.



3IAL-BIGNAL 34IROVAVE (!ABA1IISTICS

A. IN1ORC0flON

The design of sual-signal microwave devices employing a nonlinear
element is greatly facilitated by the use of curves that specify the

electrical characteristics of the element as a function of its design

parameters.

In the case of a ceramic nonlinear dielectric, the macroscopic small-

signal electrical characteristics can be described by the dielectric

constant, relating the electric flux density, D , and the electric field

intensity, I :

Set- s,&,()

where to  is the dielectric constant of free space,

K is the relative dielectric constant.

In general, c can vary with both the magnitude and direction of the

electric field intensity vector. However, since the small-signal charac-

teristics vere desired, the rf power levels used .'or the measurements

described in this cbapter were sufficiently small (one milliwatt or less)

so that aD/)B could not vary during an rf cycle. In this chapter,

therefore, the value of e is considered to be a constant at any given

temperature and dc bias voltage. It is customary to include the effects

of the loss mechanisms in a material by defining the complex dielect. ic

constant

6-c' -,e" (2)

or the complex relative dielectric constant

K - 3' " , (3)

The losses in a material can also be describe by the loss tangent

tan 5 
"

I-V - • (4')

It is easily shown that e" , or tan 5 , corresponds to a loss by using

Eq. (2) in the Maxwell curl equation,

VX = a .=.we.= (.cs' +,x")%- (J' + )f , (5)



where is assumed to vary in tme- as e
j " ad

a is the dielectric conductivity;

hence,

a well - cne' tan . (6)

The desired electrical characteristics of the ceramics are completely

specified by the real part of the relative dielectric constant, KI , and

the loss tangent, tan 5 .

The it' and tan b of these materials undergo radical changes with

variations of either the temperature or an applied dc electric field;

hence dc bias and temperature are the design parameters sought and should

be controlled in any measurement technique.

There are many methods available for measuring the dielectric con-

stant of materials at microwe i frequencies.1-7 However, since the

nonlinear ceramics present a large discontinuity to an impinging wave

because their relative dielectric constant is usually greater than 1000,

the standard techniques which involve a measurement of the standing wave

in fPont of a sample or the motion of a short on the load side of a sample

are of little use.

One measurement method, described by von Hippel,
6 
used by Jaynes

and Varenhorst,
1 and later adopted by other investigators,

5 8
,
9 

involves

terminating a coaxial line witn a small piece of dielectric placed between

the end of the center conductor and a shorting plane. This geometry

terminates the line with a capacitive load and allows the dielectric

constant to be measured as a function of temperature end dc bias (applied

between the center conductor and the shorting plane). This method in.

volves obtaining the magnitude and phase of the impedance of the termira-

ting element by measuring the VSWR and the position of the minimum in the

line.

It was felt that there were, two basic difficulties with this type of

measurement. The first is that, as the frequency of measurement nareases,

it beouec izcrasingly difficult to obtain the required acr, icy and
virtually impossible to employ the methc, at or above 8 e since the

measurement tolerances become impossibly small. The second is that most

of the materials change their characteristics when subjected to mechanical

stress, and such a stress can be applied when the semple is placed in

- 5-



L
Fposition for measurement. Furthermore, stresses can be es, lp within the

ceramicseither in their manufacture or fabrication. In a- cise, the

result will be that the measured complex dielectric constant will not

characterize the unstressed material. A igasurement technique should be

able t6 shoy whether or not the material is anisotrople.

A transmission-type measurement was employed by Poves and Jackson

in which a slab of dielectric was placed across a wavegulde with the

faces of the dielectric perpendicular to the ais of the guide. The

transmission through the sample was taken as a function of frequency.

As the frequency at which the sample was an integral multiple of half

wavelengths long was approached, the transmission rose to a peak. This

behavior is analogous to that of the current flow through a lumped-element-

series resonant circuit when the frequency of the applied voltage approaches

the resonant frequency. The uielectric constant was determined from the

frequencies of two adjacent peeks of transmission. They found, however,

that their experimental setup was unsuitable for measuring the real part

of the relative dielectric constant when greater than 200, and abandoned

this method in favor of another that involved ne use of dielectric

matching sections and the measurement of front-face impedance.

Schmitt
3 

also used a waveguide transmission measurement method in

which a crystal was placed in back of the sample to measure the trans-

mitted power. The match of the crystal was controlled by an E-H tuner;

hence his measurements were made at a single frequency, 9.4 kMc, and

involved changing the sample thickness to obtain the maximum of tra b-

mission. He also applied a dc voltage across the whole sample to obtain

the bias dependency of the complex dielectric constant.

Davis and Rubin measured (with a microwave bridge at 3.00 IMc) the

shift in phase of a wave traversing a sample of nonlinear dielectric

which filled the cross section of a 7/8" coaxial line. The shift in phase

and the attenuation through the sample yielded the complex dielee'ric

constant. They applied bias between the inner and outer conductor of

the coaxial line and cemented a quarter-wave matching sectia of a linear

dielectric onto toth sides of th noninear dielectric. This method

would be difficult to use at higher frequencies and would require fabri-

cating samples for each frequency.

- 6-



After, a,onsideration of-the aetheds alexperences-of ,these authors

and after prelifinaiy experiaental investigations, it was decided that a

new tranmission-tye m aezmttcnqe~hudb dws Tlie sample

geometry employed would resemble that used by Powles, an Jackson; that is,

the-sample of ceramic nonlinear dielectric would be placed across the guide

with no matching sections. The boundary value problem wms solved to yield

the complex dielectric constant, and the dependent -ariables-were tempers

tore, dc bias, sample length, and frequency. The instrumentation allowed

a very sensitive measurement of transmission to be made when a matched

termination vas placed behind the sample. It vas possible-to sweep the

frequency continuously over a large range (for example, 8.0 to 10.0 kMe).

The transmission through the sample vas displayed on an oscilloscope as

a function of frequency so that a visual check could be maintained of the

sample's behavior with changes of temperature anl bias. Any inhomo-

geneities in the sample due to stresses or other causes distorted the

transmission curve and could, therefore, be avoided. The measurement

ethod obtained all the needed data quickly and simply, and can be used

in any frequency range provided only that it is physically possible to

grind the samples to the size suitable for the vaveguide used. All measure-

ments reported in this chapter were mnde in the frequency range of 7.6 to

12.4 kMc. The resulting curves of the complex dielectric constant were

then used to predict theoretically the operation of several devices.

This chapter is devoted to showing how these curves were obtained

and utilized.

B. BOUMDARY VALUJ Pf0ID0

The geometry employed Is that of Fig. 1.

Y

z 0 zu Z m~

FIG. 1--Schcatic diagram of sample conriguration.
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Ti nonlinear diele6tricentirelyf.llh the ,v egu :ine n Region H

extends a length d in the longitudinal directon. In Regin U the

cheracteristic impedance, z , and the pr tiou constant, 1' , e

both complex. Region II, an air-filled waveguide, is terminated by a

watched loa4 and therefore has no standing waves. In Region I, however,

there is both an incident wave and a wave reflected from the front face

of the dielectric. Regions I and I have a real cbaracteristic imped-

ance, Z0 , as wo as a real propagation constant, 1 , Since the faces

of the dielectric are perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the wave-

guide, only the dominant mode should be excited. The wal losses in the

waveguide can be neglected when compared to those in the dielectric. The

boundary value problem can now be solved to give equations which will

yield the real part of the dielectric constant, K' , and the loss tangent,

tan 8 , from the experimental data. The solution is carried out in

Appendix A and only the results of that solution are given here.

The equations derived in Appendix A for the determination Of K'

and tan 5 are:

(A.26),

sin n o n -1,n,3,4....

where fo - the frequency of a maximum of transmission, TM x

fl/2 ' the frequency at Tm 2

2(1 (fc/f)21l/2

aTS)/ -Ok~
• ( =)z/ d'fo, c

d' = sample thickness in cm

O- "9

fc - the cutoff frequency of the air-filled waveguide,
and (A.27),

(,)/2 . 15n
() d C ,,,Mc

and, (A.29),

expE(n,/2)tan r , H + 1HT +
* G

2

-8 -



where G -

F F
1/+ n

The additional assumptions mide in the solution of the boundary value

problem are

tan25 << 1

K '- 100
TO

f >> f" , ., CDp.,' >>(,l),

where, in this case, a Is the guideoidth. For the nonlinear ceramics

measured these assumptions are all valid in the temperature range above
T.
TC

C. EXPflMEN L WASUREUNT ECHNIQE
A block diagram of the instrumentation is given in Fig. 2. The

source can be either a mechanically swept klystron or a swept backward-

wave oscillator. The incident and transmitted power levels are sampled

by a 20 db and a 10 db multi-hole directional coupler respectively. The

power in each coupler is rectified by one of a matched pair of broadband

crystals whose output voltages are fed to the ratioeter. From the

ratiometer, a direct reading of the transmission through the sample is
obtained as well as a voltage (proportional to the transmission) which

is fed to the y-axis of the oscilloscope. The swept oscillator supplies

a voltage (proportional to frequency) to the x-axis of xhe oscilloscope.

It is helpful if the cathode ray tube has a lorg persistence screen. A

typical transmission curve as seen on the oscilloscope is shown i: Tig. 3.
The photogr&p. a..s made with two exposures; the peak of the t-nmission

curve moved to higher frequencies (i.e., +o the left on the photograph)

when a dc bias was applied, indicating a lowering of the dielectric con-

stant. In a like manner, the peaks of transmission will move across the

face of the oscilloscope toward the higher frequ.ncies when the tempera-

ture of the sample above T. is increased. The trace allows a visual

-9-
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FIG. 3--Photograph of oscilloscope trace showing typical
tranqmission curves for 0.050" thick ceramic of
73k BaTiO3 -27% Sr"iO3 . Frequency ranges from
7.9 kMc on the right to 12. kW c'n the .lett.
The temperature is 155

0
F. The curve shifts to

higher frequencies upon application of a 10 ky/cm
bias.



check to be maintained while the date ate being taken to assure that no

anomalous behavior is taking place in the sample, since--if for any

reason the dielectric constant is ianosgeneous across or through the

sample--the curve of transmission will be distorted, the data-taking

can then be stopped and the difficulty corrected. Inhomogeneities may

appear if the samples are wedged in the waveguide or if internal stresses

exist within a sample after, it is fired and cut, in which case the sample

should be discarded.

It can now be seen that the needed data can be taken quickly and

easily. Before . run is made, the number, n , of half wavelengths in

the material must be determined at soie temperature in the range of

interest. This cLn~be done in two ways. The first method involves using

Eq. (A.26) and taking the "Q" of one peak of transmission. The tempera-

ture should be stabilized at some convenient point. The swept oscillator

is then set so that the frequency is that of a transmission maximum. The

value of the maximum is read from the previously calibrated rationeter

and the frequency from the wavemter. The frequency of the upper half-

power point, where the transmission is down 3 db, is then determined.

Since the sample thickness and the cutoff frequency of the waveguide are

known, the transcendental equation, Eq. (A.26), can now be solved for n

There is, however, a simpler way to obtain n if two adjacent peaks of

transmission can be viewed at some one temperature, viz., Eq. (A.27) can

be solved for the n and (n + 1) of the two peaks which will yield

the same value of r' :

( ,)l/2 .. l.5 15(n + 1) ,

d fO,kMc(n) dfo,kMc(n+l) '

where fO,kMc(n) is the frequency in kilomegacycles of Uha maximum at

the lower frequency and f 0kMc(nl, the frequency of the upper mximum.

On solving Eq. (7) for the ratio of n and (n + 1) , one finds

n - f01 2 0 ) (8)

n + I rO,kMc(n+l)

It should be noted that the latter method for obtaining n assumes that

there is no change in K' in the frequency range between the two maxima.

Once the n has been obtained for a specific maximum, the n's for all
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other maxima can be determined simply by watchinx how the eks move with

changes In xemperature and bias. The only data that are then needed to

establish curves of c end tan 5 'are the f-equency and transmission

of the mxima. .qtatlon (A.27) will yield oI and Eq. (A.29) can be

solved for tan 8

Experience showed that if the sample with its holder were heated

to the maximum desired temperature (for example, 2O
0

F for 73% barium

titanate-2% strontium titanate) and then allowed to drift toward room

temperature, all the d_1 needed to plot the curves of K' and tan 5

(when the bias was varied in steps between 0 and 32 kv/cm over the full

temperature range of the drift) could be taken in less than three hours.

The calculations to obtain the values of K' can be made quickly; how-

ever, it is a tedious, although straightforward and simple Job, to cal-

culate the values of tan b .

D. SAMPLE GEOMETRY AND BIASING METHOD

The sample configuration and method of applying bias is shown in

Fig. 4. The sample fills 80% of the guide width; however as shown by

Schmitt
3 

and verified experimentally, the perturbation by such a filling

factor to the fields in the dielectric is negligible. The experimental

verification will be described in Section F of this chapter.

The dc bias is applied to the biasing electrode through a small

hole in the side of the waveguide without distorting the fields. The

electrode geometry is poor from the point of view of arc suppression,

and it was difficult to achieve biasing fields of even 10 kv/cm when the

guide was filled with air. The introduction of nitrogen gas at gauge

pressures up to 60 lbs. per square inch helped a little to suppress the

corona and the arcing from the biasing electrode across the surface of

the dielectric to the waveguide. But the pressures ne6ded to suppress

arcing were great enough to cause the dielectric constant through the

sample to be inhomogeneous; therefore, nitrogen could not be use, After

much experimentation sulfur hexafluoride gas, SF6 , was used in the

waveguide at one atmosphere pressure (i.e., zero gauge pressure). With

SF6 it was possible to obtain biasing fields of 32 kv/cm without break-

down. It should be noted that while SF6 is inert, it will break down

into lover fluorides and free fluorine in the presence of an arc and that

- 13 -
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som of the breakdown products can hydrolize into hydrofluoric acid.

The amount of breakdown products formed is roughly proport.onal to the

amount of power dissipated in the arc. This means that there are two

safety precautions that should be taken when SF6 is used in this type

of system. The dc bias supply should have a high internal impedance so

that little power will be dissipated in an arc, and the waveguide com-

ponents should be set up in a fume hood so that both the equipment and

personnel will be protected in the event of breakdown.

To prevent arcing from the electrode to the side wall of the wave-

guide opposite the hole, a thin piece of teflon was placed between the

sample and the side of the waveguide. For the other side a flanged bush-

ing of teflon was made which was inserted through the hole from the

inside of the guide. The bushing was drilled to bring in the biao lead.

The sides of the sampl. which fitted against th wavagull. walls

and against the biasing electrode were coated with either a brushed coat

of conducting paint or with a chemically deposited coat of metal le silver

upon which was electroformed a 0.0005" film of copper.

In order to insure the proper fit of sample pieces in the waveguide,

the biasing electrode was made into a weak spring. The sample pieces,

when finished, were each approximately 0.002" less than half the y-

dimension of the vaveguide. The electrodes were cut from 0.001" spring

brass shim-stock and were slightly creased down their length (i.e., along

the x-axis of the waveguide). The electrode then became a spring which

would hold the samples firmly against the waveguide without wedg.,.< mid

stressing the dielectric material.

All samples were cleaned prior to insertion in the sample holder.

They were first boiled in Versene for at least five minutes and then

rinsed in distilled water. They were then bodled in distilled wat-tr for

at least five minutes andimmediately upon being removed from the boil-

ing water, were plunged into acetone. After being cleaned, the sotles

were stored until used in a container with a dessicating agent.

Tke wveguide containing the sample was mounted in a ... th o. brass

around which was wound a lead-covere" neating cable. A thermoswitch and

thermometer were mounted in the brass block with their sensing areas

directly over that part of the guide containing the sample. A Variac

was uced to control the current through the thermoswitch and heating

- 15 -



cable. In this way the temperature could be controlled within +l°F.

Cooling of the temple was accomplishe
a 

by packing the sample holder in

dry ice.

E. HWASURDNT ROMS

Curves of the real part of the relative dielectric constant, K' y

and loss tangent, tan 5 , are given as functions of temperature with

varying bias for five ceramics in Figs. 5 through 13. AlA the data for

these figures were taken in the Frequency range of 7.6 to L2.4 kMc.

Unfortunately, since all the ceramics were obtained commercially, it was

not possible to learn how they wero fabricated or fired.

Figure 5 gives x' as a function of temperature for titanium dioxide,

TiO2 . Although biasing fields were applied over the complete temperature

range from 25oP to -50
0
F, they had no apparent affect. The loss tangent

is so low that it is only poe ble to give an upper limit of 0.0015" at

749F since the assumption that the wall losses in the waveguide can be

neglected Is probably no longer valid.

Figures 6 through 9 give K' and tan 8 for 73% barium titanate-
27% strontium titanate and r' and tan 8 for 50% barium titanate-3O%

strontium titanate respectively. The curves for K' and tan 8 of the

two mixtures have approximately the same shapes and magnitudes; however,

the curves for the 50% BaTiO 3 -50N% SrTIO 3 ceramic are shifted downward in

temperature by approximately 55°F from those of the 73% BaTiO3 -27% SrTiO 3
ceramic. The shift of To  to a lower temperature with the addition of

SrTiO is well known; however, the shift is only about one half that
34

measured by Davis and Rubin
4 

at 9.4 kMc. Their measur ements indicate a

To of approximately 70 F for 73% EaTi0 3-27% SrTi03' which is in fair

agreement with the 0 bias curve of Fig. 6. However, a T of -514F wasc
measured by them for 50% BaTiO3-50% SrTi0 3, while the cuve-, of Fig. 8

show a To of about 0 to 1O°F, indicating that the ceramic represented

by Figs. 8 and 9 may, in fact, have had some other ratio than the purported
N0% hTiO3 -50% SrTi0 3.

Figures 10 and 11 give K' and tan 8 , respectively, a crnamic

of 2% NiTio3-72% BTio3 -26% SrTiO 3. Tl',.:,kel additive served to reduce

K' and tan 8 somewhat while still allowing the dielectric to be non-

linear; however, it was founi that arcing wouid occur across the surface

of this ceramic more easily than the others.
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Figures 12 and 13 give K' anO tan 5 curves for a ceramic of

5o% caSio3.r o3-i4 sTio3 . The addition of &.large amount of

CaTiO3 greatly reduces i' and aieo tan 5 , yet the material is non-

linear. In addition, the change in rt and tano. with temperature in

the range where the material exhibits nonlinearity is fairly small. These

characteristics are very desirable from the point of view of device design,

and indicate that further investigations of this type of mixture may be

warranted. The one undesirable characteristic exhibited by the material

is that a thermal hysteresis occurs for bias fields less than 16 kv/cm.

F. ERROR ESTMATION

If all the assumptions made in the solution of the boundary value

problem are valid for a given ceramic nonlinear dielectric and if the

equipment is properly calibrat.I prior to taking data, then the major

source of measurement error probably occurs in reading the transmission

and temperature. However, the assumption that the fields in the dielec-

tric were not perturbed when the samples failed to fill the entire width

of the waveguide should be checked. To this end a sample of 73% BaTiO3 -

27% SrTiO3 was cut which would entirely fill the cross section of the

X-band waveguide in the sample holder; that is, referring to Fig. 14,

both a and b were unity. The sample had never been subjected to an

electric field.

x
y

FIG. 1--Diagram of sample configuration.
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Curves of the real part of the rel.tiA,' dielectric constant, an, an
the maxima of transmission were taken with, the temperature -raglng from

260PF to 130°F. The sample was then removed, cut to make the fillng

factor, a , equal to 0.80, .rnd reinserted. The real part of the rel-tive
dielectric constant, Ke , and the values of the transmission maxims were

again determined over the same temperature range. Once more the sample

was removed and cut. In this case, however, the sample was sawed in half

to sake b equal to 0.96. The sample pieces were painted with conduct-

ing paint, reinserted with a copper strip filling the dimension n ,

and measured as before. The sample was then subjected to a bias field

of 16 kv/cm. When the bias field had been removed, the samples were

again measured.

Aa attempt was made to make all measurement runs in the same way.

In each case the sample and its holder ware heated to 300°F und allowed

to drift toward room temperature. In each case the data were taken from

26 0OF to 130PF, and in each case except the last, where it was not taken

out of the guide prior to the run, the sample was cleaned.

The values of the transmission maxima agreed within the reading

error. All four curves of K' agreed within 1% and all data points fell

within 2% of their curves, indicating that the application of a bias field

had no long-term effect upon the ceramic and that the sample geometry

employed did not add appreciable error to the measurements.

The maximumtempersture gradient between the sample and the thermo-

meter was approximately 30 F. Since all the measurement runs were made by

first heating the sample holder to the maximum, then allowing it to drift

to the low temperature, this error is a consistent one. The reading error

of the thermometer is estimated to be ±0.2°F and the thermometer is guaren-

teed to be accurate within 1%.

The maximum total error in the values of the real part of the relative

dielectric constant, K' , is estimateA to be t3%, while that of -., loss

tangent, tan 5 , is estimated to be t10%. These e, 'mtes at, made on

the basis of the scatter of the data, tkL shift of the curves due to the

temperature gradient between the sample and the thermometer, and the

reproducibility of the results,
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G. IiUCAL APPUMATIWI OF MWASuM MIfS

1. Electricall-u ed Cvity
Te'formula describing the behaior of a cavity which Is tuned elec-

tric.3.1y by varying t"e bias fieU across a nonlinear dielectric element

in the cavity is Plerived in Appendix B3 and presented in Eq. (B.10):

-f 1 1 a'

where E' is the real part of the complex dielectric constant,

AeM is the incremental change in e' occurring with an incre-

mental change In bias,
Q is the unloaded Q of the cavity when it contains the

dielectric,

f is the resonant frequency of the cavity,

Af is the resulting incremental change In the resonant fre-

quency of the cavity.
The assumptions made .in the derivation are that the wall losses in

the cavity can be neglected when compared to the losses in the dielectric
and that the loss tangent of the dielectric material is not much greater

then 0.1.

Figure 16 shows the expected change in the resonant frequency of a
cavity with changing bias for various values of Q tan 5 . From Eq. (B.10)
it is seen that for a given system a desirable operating point is found
when tan 8 is low and the nonlinearity is high. Therefore, an opera-

ting temperature of 120°F was chosen for the 73% BaTi03-27% SrTiO3 ceramic

which was assuned to be the nonlinear element in the cavity of Fig. 16.
To facilitate the calculations for Fig. 16, the curves of K' given in

Fig. 5 were replotted in Fig. 15 to give .' as a functlon of the bias
field at various temperatures. When all the elcctrical energy is stored
in the dlelectri", Q tan 5 is equal to 1; ho,ever, if the cavity I's
designed to etore zome electrical energy outside the "electri, Q is
increased with a resultant increase in C ta B . In the calculation of
the curves of Fig. 16 it was assumed that Q tan b is constant over the

*Credit for the derivation in Appendix B Is given to R. H. Pantell.
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bias range; but both Q and tan 8 will change with the application of

bias. The factor, Q tan 8 , will in general increase with increased

bias so that the curves drawn in Fig. 16 will tend to flatten moreothmn

is shown. Obtaining the exact curves would require solving the boundary

value problem, and this can be quite difficult. For Q tan 8 a , the

cavity Q will very from approximately 45 with no bias to 70 with a bias

of 32 kv/cm while tuning from 8.20 km- to 8.99 kMc. Although these values

of Q are low for many microwave applications (the Q is about 65 with

a 16 kv/,-m bias),such a cavity could be used to tune a reflex klystron by

coupling a cavity filled with dielectric into the re-entrant cavity.

2. Phase Shifter

The formu~. derived in Appendix C* describes the behavior of a phase

shif1ar and is presented in Fq. (C.20):

1 P.lost '

2 tan b Pout V'

where s is the reel part of the complex dielectric constant,

C - a' - 36.1 ,

As' is the incremental change in e' occurring with an

incremental change in bias,

tan 5 - e"/s is the loss tangent,

Plost is the power lost in the device,

Pout is the power transmitted by the device,

AB is the incremental phase shift resulting from the incre-

mental change in dielectric constant, W .

It is assumed in the derivation that the insertion loss of the device

is low, that tan 5 < 0.1 , that wall losses can be ne!e~ted, and tbit

reflection losses at the input can also be neglected. As with the tuned

cavity, the point of operation should be characterized by a low tr 8

and high nonlinearity. Figure 1 gives the ehpected phase shift of a

device whose 'n.ertion los, assumed constat, In 2 eb whe. ap c.ramic

element of 73% BaTi0 3 -27% SrT1iO3 i e . at 120°F. The assumption that

the insertion loss will remain constant is not correct since both K'

*The derivation in Appendix C is accredited to R. H. Pantell.
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and tan 5 will decrease with bias. The factor

plost

rout tan 5

will decrease with increased bias; hence the curve shown in Fig. 17 will

flatten with bias. As before, to obtain the exact curve of phase shift,

it would be necessary to solve the boundary value problem for the proposed

geometry. Figure 17 shows that, at most, the total expected phase shift

resulting from the application of a bias field of 32 kv/Ams"n be expec-

ted to be approximately 1900.

3. Oonclusions

The operating characteristics of an X-band phase shifter and an

electrically tuned cavity ha.- been predicted when a nonlinear,'cersmtc"

element of 73% BaTiO3-27f SrTi0 3 is employed at 1200F. Neither device

has been built or tested in this part of the study of nonlinear dielec-

trics.

As yet, most nonlinear dielectrics are quite lossy, and hence the

insertion losses of these devices are high as compared to devices using

other types of elements. For example, Reggia and Spencerl
0 

hve found

that a phase shifter utilizing a ferrite rod in the middle of an X-band

waveguide will give up to 3000 phase shift per inch of rod with an Inser-

tion loss of only 0.2 db. A fast reflection-type phase shifter employing

a variable capacitance diode has been built and reported by Hardfr., ,

and Munushian
I 

which will give 410 phase shift at 9 kMc, with an iuser-

tion loss of 3.9 db. The operating characteristics of this device are

reported to be much better at lower frequencies. A ferroelectric device

might give up to 1900 phase shift with an insertion losc cf 2 db and can

be expected to have relatively high-power-handling capabilities as well

. to be fast.

It eappears that more work on designing devices employing elements of

nonliner dielectric is warranted. This is particularly sC. - noilinear

ceramics are developed which have louwr Losses.
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SMLL-SIGNAL CHACHISTICS AT MILL'E WAVELENGTHS

A. nIMCDUfTION

Virtually nothing is known of the electrical behavior of ferroelec-

tric titanates at frequencies greater than 25 kMc. Presumably this is

because there are very few rf generators available which are capable of

producing a range of millimeter waves at power levels sufficient to make

such measurements. However, such an rf generator, an electron accelerator

with a magnetic undulator, is available at the Microwave lAboratory. This

chapter describes how the output of the undulator was used to obtain a

curve of the relative dielectric constant of a titanate ceramic with

frequency ranging from approxi 'sly 60 to 270 kic. It was believed that

this curve might serve two purposes.

First, some physical insight into the mechanism of the nonlinearity

might be obtained. An investigation with this objective would probably

be more profitable if it were male on a single crystal of the ferroelectric

since the structure of such crystals is relatively uncomplicated when com-

pared to that of the corresponding polycrystalline ceramic. However,

single crystals were not available and the proposed measurement technique re-

quired a three-inch square sample--much greater than the largest titanate

crystals. Therefore, a ceramic was used.

Second, the curve would indicate the frequency range over which the

nonlinearity could be utilized in the design of microwave devices. ThIs

would be particularly so if the curve were established for a ceramic whose

small-signal and large-signal properties had already been obtained in the

work described in Chapter 11 and Chapter IV. Threfor, the polycryzu-l-

line ceramic 73% BsTi03-27% SrTiO3 was used, and as described ir Chapter IV,

the measurements were made at approximately 12,0F.

In order to obtain the temperature dependency of the relative ,ialec-

tric constant at te frequencies above 50 kMc, additi, l val,- were

takei. at lower temperatures. However, '. these lower remperatures were

above the maximum of the curve of K' versus temperature (see Fig. 6)

corresponding to the Curie temperature of a crystal.
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B. INSTRUMENTATION AND 1AUSMNEM 4S-MOD

1. Undulator and interferometer Description

Detailed descriptions of the design and operation of the electron

accelerator and magnetic undulator are given by Miller
12 

and Szente.
13

The X-band linear accelerator operates at 9.288 kc using a 3.5 Mew

electron beam. The beam is then introduced into the magnetic undulator

which has a transverse dc magnetic-field configuration that is periodic

along the electron path. This configuration produces a periodic trans-

verse motion of the beam which results in radiation from the beam. Since

the beam initially contains pulsed rf current at the accelerator frequency,

the current in the undulator is rich in the harmonics of the fundamental.

The undulator spacing and the electron velocity determine the band of

harmonics which wili be gener- ad. A monochromatic plane wave is then

obtained with an echellette grating spectrometer and directed through a

modified Fabry-Perot interferometer to measure the relative dielectric

t.onstant of the nonlinear ceramic. Figure 18 is a photograph of the

inst-.=ntation used in the measurements. The rf wave from the undulator

enters from the lower left in Fig. 18, is filtered by the two gratings

of the spectrometer, launched through the interferometer shown in the

center of the picture, and finally focused on the picxup horn by the para-

bola shown on the far right and absorbed by the barretter. The dc bias

supply for the barretter and the signal pre-amplifier are shown at lower

right. The cover which encloses the interferometer and with which .h-

temperature is controlled is shown at the top of Fig. 18. The rf windows

in the cover are polystyrene foam, while the heating element inside is a

lead-sheathed cable, part of which shows the demountable end.

The interferotmter is made up of two 3" y 3" reftertors, one station-

ary and one movable, and a lucite coupler placed at 450 to the reflectors

and the rf wave as shown in Fig. 19. The movable aluminum reflector is

driven by a micrometer drive, and its positior, measured by the dta. indi-

cator to an aecuacy of ±0.0002". The stationary re ".ector I cewvable.

The relative dielectric constant was ac_,ed by looking at the trans-

mijsion through the interferometer, as a functlon of the distance between

the two reflectors, first with a stationary reflector of aluminum and then

with a stationary reflector of the nonlinear ceramic. The temperature of
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FIG. 18--Photograph of apparatus used to measure the dielectric

constant at millimeter wevelengths.
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FIG, 19--Schematic diagram of interferometer.
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the dielectric was measured by insertt:,g a thermometer through the hole

in the top of the cover into a hole drilled into the aluminum block that

mounts the dielectric reflector. The temperature of the aluminum reflec-
tor shown below the cover in Fig. 18 was monitored in the same way in order

that, when the temperature was maintained at the saw level in both measure-

ments, negligible error woul, be introduced by the thermal expansion or
contraction of the interferometer.

2. Measurement Method

A schematic drawing of the interferometer is shown in Fig. 19. The

monochromatic plane wave enters the interferometer at 1 and leaves at 2.

Part of the wave is reflected by the lucite coupler onto the movable re-

flector at 4, w.'e, it is re-reflected through the coupler to the station-

ary reflector at 3. When the Ppacing, L , between the reflectors is

approximately an integral number of half wavelengths, mk/2 , the inter-

feromater is a resonant cavity whose Q is determined by the degree to

which the reflectors are misaligned, reflection losses off the lucite

coupler, power absorption In the air, and power absorbed by the reflec-

tors. The term "approximately" ma/2 is used since the reflection co-

efficient of a reflector may not be real, in which case the reflector

will introduce phase shift.

Figure 20 shows the variation of the power received at 2 as a func-

tion of the distance L . Expressions have been derived in Appendix D
giving the index of refraction, n , of the dielectric as a function of

the width and depth of resonance dip in the transmission curve with the

aluminum stationary reflector and the depth of the dip with the dielec-

tric reflector. The derivation is R. M. Miller's. The results of the

derivation are (D.55)

S1-D1
n_ l*o D1 do

where n Ins +e Index of refraction,

the unit sr'i~sript indicates tzwt the stationary refl' ctor is

dielectric,

the zero subscript indicates that the stationary reflector is

aluminum,
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FIG. 20--Power transmitted by interferometer as a fuinction
of the distance, L , betweenl mirrors.
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(D.53),

00 30 (2- -1 
0 

do)(1 + d0
2
)

* 0 M in- 1 +

26
and (D.9),

e0 = -

where d T./T when the dielectric stationary reflector is used,

do = when the aluminum stationary reflector is used,

= the width of the dip when the transmission is (Tmax + Tin)/2

and the alumunum stationary reflector is used,

n for Eq. (D.54) is obtained with Eq. (10).

The assumptions made in the derivation are that the reflection coefficient

of the aluminum reflectors is unity, and that the losses suffered by a

wave in a single travrse between the reflectors are the same when L

is set for the minimum of transmission, Ln , and when L is set for the

maximum of transmission. It is also assumed that the index of refraction

of the dielectric reflector is high and that the electrical thickness of

the dielectric is infinite. Any change with frequency in the dielectric

loss of air will not affect the measurements since this attenuation is

taken into account in the derivation given in Appendix D.

The pulse from the pre-amplifier shown in Fig. 18 is placed on the

horizontal axis of an oscilloscope while a sawtooth voltage is placed on

the vertical axis. In this way the full 10 cm on tle screen can be util-

ized to read the magnitude of the transmitted signal. The movable re.icc-

tor is set with the micrometer drive to give a minimum signal or, the scope

face and its position noted. The magnitude of the signal is also %vad.

The movable reflector is then set to give a max'%um of transmission and

the magnitude of the signal again read. If the stat.onary xvflector is

the one of aluminum, d0 is

Tm T • (9)
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The value of 80 can now be obtained directly from thedial indicator

readings when the sanitude of the transmitted signal is se at

(Tx + Tain)/2 as shown in Fig. 20. The term d 1 is obtained in the

sume way as do except that the dielectric reflector is used. The wave-

length is easily determined by reading the distanc on the dial indicator

between two minima spaced several half-wavelengths apart.

When the stationary reflector is aluminum, the Q of the system is

usually high and the dip width in radians, O , small. If, in addition,

n is high, Eq. (D.49) reduces to

, /I - d \ (10)

Before this more appropriate equation is used, however, *0 and D 1

should be evaluated in any given measurement to test its validity.

According to von Hippel,
1 4 

the relation between the index of refrac-

tion and the dielectric constant is given for a losey medium by

1,2 (11)

Even if tan 8 - 0.5 , Eq. (11) reduces to

K' = n 
2

, (12)

with an error in the real part of the relative dielectric constant, K'

of less than 64.

An expression for the loss tangent, tan 8 , is derived in Appendix D

and is (D.63):

tan 8 . 2n

where AL is the distance between the minimum position with the aluminum

stationary reflector and that with the dielectric stationary refle-tor.

C. RESULTS

At first, attenpts were made to obt-in K' as . continuous fwuction

of temperature at a given frequency by heating the interferomater to

approximately 125°F and then allowing it to drift slowly toward room

temperature. Two thermal drifts were required at each frequency: one

with the dielectric reflector, and one with the aluminum reflector. The
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accelerator ea -nulator required th- frequent tuning of many inter-

dependent adjustments in order to have suitable signal stability and to

keep the output level high enough " r accurate~readings. But approxi-

mately 5 hours of measurement were needed for each curve of K' . Usually

the results of these measurement runs vould have to be discarded because

the curves of d1 and do were not smooth and continuous. In a few

cases discontinuous jumps occurred in the curves. Although the cause of

the anomalies was never satisfactorily determined, presumably the diffi-

culty stemed from the need to tune the machine frequently--perhaps a

change in the power level of the harmonics adjacent to the one being used.

It was felt that the difficulty did not originate in the interferoeter.

In spite of this &uomalous behavior, two continuous curves of K' were

obtained: one at 55.8 Me and re at 148.5 ko. Although these curves

would accurately display the temperature dependency of K' , the magnitude

of K' at 55.8 kMc did not reproduce when later checked by constant

temperature measurements.

Because of the difficulty experienced with continuous runs, it was

decided that single values of K' should be quickly obtained with the

temperature of the interferometer stabilized, and that two groups of

values should be determined at widely separated temperatures to show the

temperature dependency of K' . In addition, a second grating was added

to the spectrometer to further suppress adjacent harmonics. The machine

was not tuned during a measurement run. In a given run, 10 values each

of do 1 50 , and d1 were obtained at the stable temperature and were

averaged to compute one value of K' . This process was then imediately

repeated to obtain a second value, and so on.

As can be seen from Eq. (D.49) or Eq. (10), a small difference between

two relatively large numbers, i.e. (d 1 . do), must be taken and squared

to obtain K' . It was found that the greatest error was introduced by,

this factor which was critically dependent on the manner in which .!e

stationary reflector was secured. This experiven"Il error was 'uch greater

than that calculated from the scatter of he individual data points and

that arising out of the assumptions made in the derivation. It is esti-

mated that when the greatest possible car'" is exercised in the placement

Of the stationary reflector, the values of n are accurate within 15%;

hence the values of K' are accurate within i.10%.
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The results ofthe measurements of K' are shown in Fig. 21. The

points at 8 and 10 ke were obtained in the measurements relrted in

Chapter fl and the point at 2.72 klc was obtained from the measurements

reporeed in Chapter IV.

Figure 22 shows the percent change in c. with a temperature change

from 1230F to 95
0
F. The points at 55.8 and 148.5 kNc were taken from the

continuous curves described in the first part of this section. However,

the points at 102.1 and 269 kMc were obtained from data taken at 123°F

and 830F. For the point shown at 102.1 ke, the greater temperature

interval resulted in the K' taken at 83°F falling outside the ±10% error

in the value of K' at 123°F. The percent change was then scaled to the

temperature interval used in Fig. 22. For the point shown at 269 kc,

the use of the greater temperature interval indicated that the percent

change was less than 7% over the smaller temperature interval of Fig. 22.

Unless the loss tangent were very large (i.e., on the order of unity),

it can be shown that there is little chance of obtaining its value with

this measurement technique. Equation (D.57) can be used with Fig. 21 to

estimate the distance AL that must be measured to obtain tan 5 . By

rearranging Eq. (D.57), this distance is given by

tan (13)
can

If it is assumed that tan 5 - 0.5 and that the frequency is 55.8 kMc

(the largest value of x/n occurs here), then Eq. (13) yields

AL - 0.0002" , (14)

but this is'vithin the experimental error of ±0.0002" experienced in

determining the distance# L , between the two reflectors. At no time

did the data indicate ,a lose tangent as large as unity.

The curve of Fig. 21 shows K' falling rapidly as the frequency of

the applied field increases above 50 k~c; and it therefore indice'j," that

the mechanism giving rise to the high dielectr.. constant above the Curie

temperature M. lover frequencies underges a relaxa ion in ne frequency

interval from 50 to 100 k€. The decrease in K' shown in Fig. 21 could

possibly be due to an electrical resonance within the individual crystal-

lites of the ceramic. A piece of the ceramic wan crushed and viewea with

a microscope at 100x magnification. The largest dimension of all tlc
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crystallites observed was less than 0.0005" and the distance between the

crystallites appeared to be immeasurably small at this maginfication.

The lowest frequency at which a crystallite could resonate electrically

would be that at which its major dimeasion was a half wavelength; hence,

the resonance frequency would be

where c - velocity of light ins .dr,

10 - freespace wavelength,

d = major dimension of the crystallite,

K' = real part of the complex relative dielectric constant.

If a crystallite had a major dimension of 0.0005" and if its relative

dielectric constant were 10 , then from Eq. (15) its resonant frequency

could be no lower then f = 118 ke ; hence, the indication is that the

observed decrease in K' cannot be attributed to electrical resonances

in the crystallites. This indication is further strengthened by the

curve of Fig. 22 which shows that the variation of K' with temperature

disappears at 150 kMc. As previously mentioned, the temperature interval

used for Fig. 22 is that from 123°F to 95°F; however, the point at 269 kMc

was taken with an even larger temperature range to intensify any variation

of K' with temperature that might be present. No such variation was

found; hence, it is probable that a Curie temperature cannot be seen

above 200 kMc.

Figures 21 and 22 do indicate, however, that the nonlinear proper-

ties of the measured ceramic can probably be utilized in device work at

frequencies up to 50 kMc. The change in dielectric constant in the

frequency interval from 50 to 100 kMc could be utilized for filter design.
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IAER-SGNAL NIOAMVE QAtAWUCtZISTICS

A. INTRODUCTION

The design of large-signal microwave devices employing nonlinear

dielectric elements requires expressions that will describe the macro-

scopic electrical behavior of the dielectric when subjected to high-rf-

field intensities. To obtain these expressions a new method has been

evolved to measure the large-signal electrical characteristics of a non-

linear dielectric ceramic. The derivation and use of this technique is

aescribed in this chapter.

The measurehents must necessarily be made with some sort of microwave

circuit that uses distributed lements; however, a nonlinear mathematical

analysis is much more easily performed on a circuit containing lumped

elements. For this reason, it was decided that the microwave circuit

should be that of a coaxial re-entrant cavity in which the nonlinear

dielectric is placed in the region of high-electric-field intensity. This

typc of cavity can be easily and accurately represented by an equivalent

circuit whose behavior can then be investigated by lumped-element non-

linear analysis.

If the magnitude of the electric-flux density vector, B , in the

dielectric element were plotted as a function of the magnitude of the

electric-field intensity vector, , the slope would decrease with in-

creasing field intensity. That is, what was the real part of a complex

dielectric constant, e' , in the linear small-signal analysis is now a

function of the applied electric field, or

B = . (16)

The value of el(E) depends upon the magnitude, and not the direction,

of the electric field, since the ceramics, un3ike the single crys. .1.,

are isotrapic. In this analysis, e'(E) is exjanded as a pow-r series

in E which Is then used to describe th- variation .f the capacitance

of the element in the cavity and the corresponding nonlinear capacitor

in the lumped equivalent circuit. In like manner, a power-series expan-

sion Is made for the dielectric conductivity of the ceramic, o(E) , and

used in the expression for the nonlinear conductance in the equivalent

circuit.
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A condition on the solution of the differential ecuatlon of the

equivalent circuit is obtained which could yield curves of the mgnitude

of the fundamental frequency respozze of the cavity as a function of the

drive frequency at a constant-incident power level. But since it is the

determination of the coefficients in the power-series expansions that is

of interest, curves of the response of the cavity to a knovn level of

incident power are experimentally obtained as a function of frequency

and used with the condition on the differential equation to determine

the desired coefficients. In this way the electrical behavior of the

nonlinear ceramics is measured and the expressions necessary for the

design of large-signal devices are obtained.

B. CAVITY GROMtRY AND EWIVAIENT CIRUIT

A cross section of the c,.xial cavity is shown in Fig. 23. The

nonlinear dielectric element is a right-circular cylinder of ceramic

having length, t , and radius, a . This dielectric post is located

in the region of maximum electric field between the end of the center

conductor of the coaxial transmission line and the upper shorting plane

in Fig. 23. The transmission line below plane k-k is much less than

a quarter wavelength long, and can, therefore, be considered an inductance

at plane k-k whose value is independent of field strength and which

Dielectric / 6
Post

Input Output

FIG. 23--Schematic cross sctio, of coaxial cavity.
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resonates with the nonlinear capacitance above platle k-k . Tie losses

in the cavity can be represented by two conductances located at plane

k-k : a linear one representing the wall losses in the cavity and a non-

linear one representing the losses in the dielectric. Power is introduced

into the cavity through a coupling loop located in the region of maximum

magnetic field. The response of the cavity is sampled with another loop

placed opposite the input loop.

The lumped element equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 24.

n:l l:M

G;o Ge G 4 YCo v

T1  T2

FIG. 24--Equivalent circuit of coaxial cavity.

For Fig. 24,

i' is a constant current generator corresponding, as shown

later, to constant power incident on the cavity,

Yo is the internal admittance of the generator i and the

load admittance at the output of the cavity,

T 1 and T2 are ideal transformers representing the input ard

uutput coupling loopsj T1  has a turns ratio n:l and

T2 has a turns ratio l:m,

G; represents the wall losses in tte cavity,

C0  rctrents the capacitance between the end of th, center

conductor und the upper sh.rting plane but does not include

that of the dielectric,
0
d represents the nonlinear loss in the dielectric element,

Cd represents the nonlinear carcitance of the dielectric

element,
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L is the inductance of the shorted trancmission line when

viewed from plane k-k

v is the voltage across the nonlinear dielectric element,

vL is the voltage 2cross the output load, YO .

The validity of the equivalent circuit shown In Fig. 24 rests upon the

extent to which the elements vary with frequency. Since the length of

the transmission line below plane k-k is much less than a quarter wave-

length, its reactance is inductive over the entire frequency rarge of the

measurements. The capacitance, C0 , of the geometry at the ena of the

center conductor without the dielectric post will be calculated with a

formula whose validity over the frequency range of interest has been

checked and verified. The conductance, o , wil3 be neglected since

the wall losses in the cavity are much less than the losses in the di-

electric. Since all the dimensions of the dielectric post are much less

than a wavelength, the oss and capacitance of the post can be accurately

r-p.resented by Gd and Cd over the entire frequency range used. It is

felt that the major source of error rises out of the uncertainty involved

in calculating the inductive reactance of the transmission line; that is,

should L be calculated at the plane k-k or the shorting plane above

k-k , or somewhere between the two? However, the distance between the

two planes is less than one-tenth the length of the transmission line;
hence the error introduced is probably negligible.

The circuit of Fig. 24 can be reduced to that of Fig. 25.

Go G9 L al C

FIG. 25--Equivalent circuit of thm -oaxial cauty with the
generator and load reflec-ted into the cavity.
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For Fig. 25,

Od , L , C-. Cand v areaspreviouslydefined,

U0 = %i -'n A.S0

The nonlinear conductance, Gd , in the equivalent circuit repre-

sents the rf conductance of the nonlinear dielectric post ana is a func-

tion of the voltage, v , across the post. Let Gd be defined by

Gd = Gd(v)- !(vA j anvn (17)

n even

where c(v) is the rf dielectric conductivity of the ceramic,

A is the cross sectional area of the post = sa 2 , when

a is the radius,

is the length of the post.

The summation is over the even values of n since the conductivity of

the dielectric is indepndent of the direction of the electric field

intensity vector in the ceramic.

The capacitance, Cd , in the equivalent circuit represents the

capacitance of the dielectric post in the cavity and, like the conductance,

Gd $ can be expressed as a power series in v . If qd(v) is the charge

bound at one end of the dielectric post by the polarization within the

dielectric and e'(v) is as defined for Eq. (16) when v = Et , then
Eq. (16) can be rewritten as

qd(v) v
D--- e(v) -. (18)

A I

With the use of Eq. (16), qd(v) can be defined as a power series tn v

A +l d(v)v
qd(v) - CeI(v) 7v- bmv aCdvv. ()

a even

Here, tco, t h ummstion is over even integers s.nce the ve, of e'(v)

Is independent of the direction of the e2rctric fied intensity vector.

The problem can now be simply stated as that of determining On

and b

m



C. S0WTION OF DIFERENTIAL EBUATION

The input current, i 0 , in Fig. 25 is the sum of the currents in -

the individual elements, i.e.,

1 0 •G,O + iG, d +iL + iC,d + iC, 0  * (20)

Equation (20) can be put in the differential form

10 d Cov + L qd(v) + %v+d(v)v + 1 t. (Jv)

Since the dc terms are not of interest Sq. (21) can be differentiated with

respect to time. Upon performing the differentiation, using Eqs. (17)

and (19), and terminating the series when n - m = 4 , Eq. (21) becomes

di 0.[b+CO+3b2+ d2 dv 
2

3bv + (6 2 v + 20hv 3)(j)

dv1

GO(a+GO) + 3a2 v2 + 5ajv - + - v . (22)1dt L

Equation (22) is the desired basic differential equation that describes

the behavior of resonant cavity.

Several methods are available for investigating Eq. (22).15.
16 ,17

The method used in this analysis is an iterative procedure similar to

Duffing's method, which is due to Stoker.
1 7 

It is reasorable to make the

a-priori assumption that the nonlinearity is smell, i.e., b0 >> b2 >> h

and a0 >> a 2 >> a 4 ; hence the fundamental component of the response

will be much larger then the harmonic components. A periodic solution

is sought. Let the known driving function be

i 0 - A cos ot + B sin t. (23)

The phase angle is included in the driving function for convenien,e. As

a first approximation, let the circuit respor-se be that of the fr .e

linear orcillation

v at vo - AOrc t (24)

After first dividing both sides by (bo + CO), adding u
2
v to both slash;

A.fter



using Eq. (23), and then rearranging, FEq. (22) becoses

CDv 2 VA s ne+ C o s t + _ )
(b0 o C) T; + cO) L(b0  o)

r 3b 2  5+ 4 viV .I'-D2-v+ 20b4

L(b(o + C) (bo + ) J L Cbo c) (bo +%)

P(ao% G) + 32 2 ._ . _ v , (25)

L(bo + C) (Tb + ) (b0 + CO) J

where * - dv/dt and ; - d2v/dt
2 . Equation (24), the first approxi-

mation to the re:,onse of the circuit, ib now substituted into Eq. (25).

After considerable use of trisronometric formulas, Eq. (25) reduces to

+ 0v . Mcos mt + Nlsin mt + M3cos 3mt
+ N3 N.s on 5mt (26)

where

BI r m 1 3 +! b2 A35 b!2

. . + -- ] AOA4 + A05 ,

(b° + Co) 2 (bo + ) (bo + C0 ) 8 (bo + Co)

Ame (o +%)A 3 a2e A 5 a4  AO'
b0 CO) (b+%CO) 4(o + C.) 8 (bo + Co)

9 b2 D2  
A 1+45 b14 )

2  
A
5
'

4(b o CO) 0 16(b o +c o )

N - 2  A 3 +- Tb AO
N3  4 (b+ C) 16(b;+CC)

5 b40 A 
5

M5 6 ( bo +  Co )

56 (o + Co) 0
5 a53



Nov unless M, - N, a 0 , the solution will involve t coo wt and

t B1o t . But this means that the response of the circuit woald not

be periodic in dolation of the basic ansumption made above. Setting

M1 N.1 - 0 in Eq. (26), gives the following values for A and B,

A.- (so + GO)AO + A "o 3 
+ 4 A 0 5' (27)

[- (b + cO) A. ,~&3 (28)

and reduces the differential equation to

S+ 2 v. cos 3wt + 3 sin 3ot + cos 5 + +Nsin 5mt. (29)

The solution of Eq. (29) is

H. /

vI - cos ct + N sin cot - cos 3ot

-5.sin 3w--' cos ca- -5 ss , (30)2

8w 21#o 24Wn

where )q and N'. are fixed by the homogeneous equation. Following

Stoker's technique, choose 1j - A0 and N{ - 0 . This can be done

since the phase of the drive, i0 , is adjustable; hence,

v I - Aocos it - cos 3wt - N3 sin 3cot - - cos 5.t sin 5wct

82aSc 21 ~ 2Ica

Equation (31) is a first approxiate solution to the differential equa-

tion. It can be used in the same way as the first approximation to v

Eq. (24), to obtain a second approximate solution to the differential

equation. This iteration process could be continued unti. % solution cf

the desired accuracy were obtained. However, it is not a solution of

the differential equation that is sought in this analysis but the condi-

tion given by Zqs. (27) and (28). Equation (2)) can be rewritten as

10 - P cos(t + 0) - A cos ot + B s. ot. (32)

Hence, the magnitude of the drive is

P - (A
2 
+ B2)1/2 (33)
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Substituting Eqs. (27) and (28) into Eq. (33) giv-: the result

p2 
_ f(ao . G0)A0 + + 2 ~.~ ~ 0 }

Experimental values of A0 at high known drive levels and various values

of c can be used inEq. (34) to determine a2 , a4 , b 2 , and b 4.

The values of ao , b 0 , and 
0
O can best be obtained vith .smell-signal

measurements of the cavity response, and that of Co  can be calculated.

D. IESIGN AND FABRICATION OF CAVIM, CAVIT HoIIlm, AND CEIWMIC SAMLEI

1. Cavity Design

S nce a reatively large supply of 73% BaTiO3-2T SrTO 3 ceramic

had been obtaied and could 'ierefore be used in other phases of the study

of nonlinear dielectrics fbr device work and since it showed considerable

nonlinearity under the influence of a dc bias field, it was decided that

this material should be used for the large-signal measurements. However,

because the real part of the small-signal relative dielectric constant,

K' , was so large, the measurements were made in the S-band frequency

range so that the physical dimensions of the cavity would not be pro-

hibitively small. The only data available for this particular batch of

material was that obtained in the small-signal X-band measurements

described in Chapter II. The cavity was therefore designed withn the

X-band data to resonate at 3.00 Mc. Even with a relatively large ehAnge

of K' between the S-band and X-band, the cavity should still resonate

in the S-band frequency range. In order that a positive control of the

temperature could be maintained and that the losses should be relatively

low, the operating temperature was chosen as 195
0

F. At the& temperature,

the X-band value of K' is 2000.

The design procedure was first to choose the size of the dielectric

post and calculate its small-signal capacitance. The capacitance, C0 I

was caLculated Lnd added to that of the dielectric. The i-- . renctance

of the shorted transmission line we th . oet equal to the reactance of

the total capacitance, thereby determining the length of the line. The

characteristic impedance of the line was chosen as 75n, a value which

gave rise to a reasonably small C0 and still made it possible to machine

the cavity.
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The high r' of the ceramic emde it mandatory that the poet be sma1.

A length of 0.020" and a diameter of 0.010" were chosen for the cylinder.

The sm&l-signal capacitance of t.Is post is

% ~ 1.76 pp~f, (35

where so  is the dielectric c~nstant of free space,

A is the area of one end of the post .
2

,

-t is the length of the post.

The capacitance, CO , can be obtained from a formula given by

N~rcuvitz1 8 
for calculating the sueceptance of the capacitive gap termina-

ting a coaxial line as shown in Fig 26.

/

T

52+-

T

FIG. 26--Geometry and equivalent suseptance of capacitivp
gap terminating a coaxial line (after Marcuvitzl0).

At the reference plane, T , in Fig. 26, the Ausceptance is given ),y

B . a , b' (a'- b')j

o ), b I [ InV, (36)

where ) is, in this case, the freespace wavelength at the resonant

frequency, fo - 3.00 kMc.

The diameter of the center conductor, 2b', was arbitrarily chosen to
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be 0.125". The ratio a'/b' can be obtained from the chracteristic

impedance of the line,

a 0 - 60 ln . (37)

With a Z0 of 750 , Eq. (37) yields (a'/b') - 3.49 ; hence, 2b, = 0.436".

As stated previously, ' - 0.020". With these values, Eq. (36) yields

B
Yo - 0.175 ; (38)

hence

B 0.175Yo
Co -.. . o.124 f. (39)

As desired, CO << CA . Since t- X/200 , the reference plane T can

be used in place of plane k-k , shown in Fig. 23, in this approximate

derivation. At the reference plane, T , the total small-signal capaci-

tive reactance is

S.28.20 (40)2xfo(Co + C

If f - fo ' Xc equals XL where XL is the input reactance of the shorted

transmission line and is given by

X L Zoan O' , (4l)

where * 2x/X is the propagation constant in the line, and

V' is the length of the line.

Upon substituting the result of Eq. (40) into Eq. (41) and solving for

' the result is

0 ', .226" -i

17

in summary, the electrically important dimenuuns derived in this section

are sho,6r in t., top view and cross section of Fl.g. 27.

2. Cavity and favity-Holder Description

The dielectric post is bathed in a moving stream of sulfur hexafluor-

ide gas, SF6 . This is introduced into the cavity through the four 0.013"

holes, shown in Fig. 27a, which have been drilled in the end of the
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center conductor at such an angle that the gas stream move along lines

tangent to the post. In this way a circular flow is set up around the

post to carry away the heat ganerated in the dielectric by rf dissipation.

The SF6 also serves to prevent if br-akdown. The gas is brought to thee

four outlets by a hole drilled from the lower end to meet them as shovn

in Fig. 27b. The gas outlet hole, shown in Fig. 27a, has been drilled

through the bottom of the cavity to the relief, shown in Fig. 27b, cut

in the lower end. The outlet wts made large enough to insure that the

pressure in the cavity would be no greater than one atmosphere. The short-

ing plane is a thin silver-plated beryllium copper disk. The input and

output couplers were made from 0.089" o.d. 50a coaxial line. The inside

surfaces of the cavity were silver plated. Figure 28 is a photograph of

the cavity with the dielectric post.

The cavity holder is pr' 3rily a heat reservoir whose temperature

can be closely controlled. A photograph of the holder is shown in Fig. 29.

It was made from a four-inch diametor brass cylinder wiich was bored to

receive the cavity. The temperature was controlled by saunting a thermo-

switch in the brass that was in series with a Variac and the lead-covered

heating cable wrapped around the outside of the holder. A thermometer

was also inserted into the holder to monitor the temperature. The holder

was wrapped in asbestos tape and then enclosed by an asbestos box which

was, in turn, covered with aluminum foil. In this way It was possible

to keep the thermal drift of the cavity holder to less than O.5°F.

The sulfur hexafluoride gas was fed to the cavity by means of - bole

drilled up through the center of the holder to meet that drilled in the

cavity. Likewise, the gas exhausted from the relief cut in the bottom

of the cavity through a second hole in the holder to a tube which vented

to the fume hood. When introduced through the long hn'- drtlled in the

holder, the gas was preheated to the cavity temperature.

Figure 30 is an exploded-view photograph of the parts as they go into

the cavity holder. In order to show how the parts fit into the hlder,

a deti.ed erc-a ption of their assembly is given in Append' A.

3. Sample Fabrication

The first step in fabricating the cylindrical poct of the nonlinear

dielectric was to cut and grind a slab of the ceramic to a 0.020" thick-

ness. After the slab had been cleaned, a film of metallic silver was
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FIG. 28--Microphotograph of' coax~al cavity with shortIng plane removed.
The dielectric post is seen on the end of the center conductor.



FIG. 29.-P ,cograpi of a- embled cavity holder.
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chemically deposited on it by the same process used in silvuring mirrors.

Just enough copper was then electroormed onto the slab to protect the

silver and stop its oxidation (approximately 0.0002"). In this way it

was possible to coat the ceramic with a conducting film which would not

peel off with subsequent grinding. Other methods of deposition were

tried, including the evaporation of silver onto the ceramic; however, with

this latter method the bond of the metal to the ceramic was poor, with

the result that the film later peeled. The processes involving the firing

of paints were not tried since it was felt that the firing might alter the

structure of the ceramic by allowing grain growth, in which case the meas-

ured sample would not characterize the lot from which it was cut.

Cylindrical blanks were then cut froz the slab with an ultrasonic

impact grinder using boron carbide #800 grinding dust. The cutting tool

was a 1/4" length of 0.020" o.d.-O.002" o.d. w.th. nickel cathode sleeve

which was driven through the slab at right angles to its surface. The

blank was that portion of the slab left uncut in the hole of the tubing.

Figure 31 is a microphotograph taken from above the slab of dielectric

after two holes had been cut. The hole on the left was not cut all the

way thro'.uh the slab; therefore the sample blank is still in place. The

blanks had an average diameter of 0.015" and were tapered to au approxi-

mate diameter of 0.013" on that end first cut by the tool. In most cases

the metal on the ends of the blanks was intact.

The blanks were then hand ground between two flat hard Arkansas grind

stones to their final diameter of approximately 0.0105". A spacer o.

0.0102" thick polyethylene sheet was cut to the same size as the stones.

A hole was then cut from the center of the spacer and all grinding was

done in this hole. When the grinding action was stopped by the spacer,

the blank's diameter had been reduced to the desired sire. During tc

grinding, the blank was often put into a dish of light oil under a micro-

scope and the feather edge or the metal on the ends removed with r i Pne

brush. The blank was then dipped in acetone to remove the oil and the

grinding %as resumed. All the grinding -as done Ary with a circular

motion and with little or no pressure applied to the stones. An end view

and side view of the finished sample is given by the microphotograph of

Fig. 32. As shown in this figure, the metal on the ends of the sample is
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FPIG. 31- -Nicrophotograph of dielectric slab after being cut
with the impact grinder. The hole on the left shows
the sample blank in place.

FIG. 32--KI':Qphotograph of ceramic dielec~.ric post. Mag'nt-
!ication is 32x.



intact and there is no observable taper. The photograph w taken with

a magnifiation of 32x.

The diameter of the sample used in the large-signal measurements was

measured with an optical comparitor and found to be 0.0104" t 0.0001".

The length was 0.0200" t 0.0001".

There are three reasons for using such a small sample:

(1) The capacitance of the sample should be small in order to use a

reasonable value of inductance to resonate the cavity in the desired fre-

quency range and therefore a reasonable length of transmission line.

(2) The length of the post, t , should be small in order to have

high electric-field intensities in the dielectric at reasonable power

levels.

(3) The radius of the post should be small since a constant field

strength within the post is desired; and, as shown elsewhere in this

chapter, the longitudinal fields in the post decreased with increasing

radius as J0 (cD4pi'r) , (on the basis of a small-signal linear analysis),

where the a is that of the dielectric and therefore high; hence the

radius, a , must be small in order to have JO(CO ra) 1

E. SPALL-SIGNAL M ASUMMEOTS ON CAVITf

The following linear parameters of the circuit shown in Fig. 24 are

unknown and must te evaluated before large-signal measurements can be

made:

(1) 6 , the conductance representing the wall losses in the cavity,

(2) a0 , the linear term in the power series expansion of the

nonlinear conductance, Gd p given in Eq. (17),

(3) b0 , the linear term in the power series expansion of the

nonlinear capacitance, Cd , given in Eq. (19),

(4) L , the inductance representing the shorted transmission line,

(5) n , the turns ratio of the input transformer, T1 ,

(6) m , the turns ratio of the output transformer, T2
In addition, the mgnitude of the drive, 10 , in the circuit Fig. 25

must be related to the power incident on "he cavit.. Pinc ; and the

response of the circuit, v . must be related to the power, Pout

absorbed by the load at the output of the cavity.
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Since the cavity walls were sil,er -plated, the wall losses are

negligibly small when compared to the losses in the dielectric; there-

fore % can be neglected.

The Q circle measurement technique described by Ginzton
19 

was used

to determine the unloaded Q of the cavity, Q0 ; the loaded Q of the

Cavity, QL ; the resonant frequency of the cavity, f. ; and the stand-

ing-wave ratio of the cavity, rin , when viewed from the input side at

the resonant frequency. The values, together with standing-wave ratio

of the cavity, rout , when viewed from the output side with f w fo

will determine a0 , bO , n , and m . The results of these small-

signal measurements are:

Q -31

fO = 2.902 kM

rin = 2.0

rout = 30 •

The % of the cavity, as determined by the Q circle measurements,

included the effects of the load at the output; however, as will be shown,

the output was so undercoupled that the effect of the output load on O

was negligible. Since the wall losses were much less than the losses in

the dielectric, the unloaded Q was approximately

1 t (42)

where d is the dielectric Q . Hence, the loss tangent of the

73% sTiO 3-27% SrTiO3 ceramic at 2.902 kMl and 123°F is

tan 8 0.023 . (43)

The linear capacitance term, b0 , can be computed from the resonant
frequency, fO " Using Eq. (41) and the dimensions of the cavity Riven

in Fig. 27, the reactance of the transmission live at the reference plane

k-k (see ig. 23) is

XL - Zotan 0-' - 24.7n , (44)
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where G 0.226 - 0.020 - 0.206"

Z= 759

_ c/fO - 10.32 am - 4.06'.

Now when 'f - fo , the reactances are given by X = XC  1/m(Co + b O)

Th,:.,

(CO + bo)  2.2 (45)

and with Eq. (39) the dc term in the expansion for Cd is determined

to be

b o - 2,3 - Co - 2.10 Ppf. (46)

The real part of the relative dielectric constant can be obtained by using

Eq. (46) in Eq. (35), and at .23 0F and f 2.0,2 We is
b' 0 
b O

L

' - = 2200. (47)
e0A

The inductance, L , can be determined by rewriting Eq. (44) as

2Lt'
L -L - O tan (48)

The large-signal measurements were taken in the frequency range from

2.6 to 3.1 kMc. At f = 2.6 kMc, Eq. (48) gives L - 1.34 nih , while

at f - 3.1 , the nductance is L- 1.36 mh . This is a change L. L

of less than 2%; hence an average value of

L - 1.35 mh (49)

will incur less than 1% error.

The small-signal QO of the circuit in Fig. 25, when GO is neg-
lected, is

QI co + bo )Qo. ."(Oo)

ao

By rearranging Eq. (50) end using the known values of 0 2Wfo CO

b0 , and QO , the value of a0  is determined to be

o  0,(CO + bo) -0.92 x l03 mhos . (51)
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The turns ratio, n , of the input transformer, T1 , can be deter-

mined in two ways. The first involves % and the second involves the

standing-wave ratio, rIn , of the cavity when f = fO and when the cev-

ity is viewed from the input side.

The loaded Q of the circuit of Fig. 25, when Go and the effect

of the load admittance are neglected, is

w +(C0 + bo) (52)

n
2Yo + a O

Ec.ation (52) can be solved for n and, when the known values of t

CO t bO , YO , Y o , and % are used, yields

= l [i(Co .-bo ) 1)1/2n ~ % -" a°I =0.139. (53)

To evaluate n by the second method, consider the circuit of Fig. 24

when the output admittance, YO , and G1 are neglected, when f - fo I

and when all the impedances (now real) are reflected into the input side

a0

FIG. 33-Equivalent circuit for cavity when resonant

and viewed at the inpit.

The cavi',ty it wiercoupled by the input loop; hence its impedP te at

resonance is less than the characterist
4
i tmpedan- of the input trans-

mission line. Ginzton shows
2 0 

that in this spccial case,

Zo YL

r . . . , (5 4 )
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where r . Tin_2

1ie measured -value of #ri i's~2OMiefc q 5

n = - = 0.152. (55)

The values of n obtained in Eqs. (53) and (55) agree within 9%. The

average of the two values vii be used and is

n =o. 
14
6. (56)

The turns ratio, m , of the output transformer, T2 , can be deter-

mined with the standing-wave ratio, rout , of the cavity when f = fo

and when the cavity is vewed rom the output side. The output coupling

is very light and since the impedance presented by the cavity is resis-

tive, Eq. (54) can again be used:

ZO YL

r .. 7 (57)

Z L YO

where i a rout . In this case, however, the resistance coupled into the

cavity from the input side can not be neglected; hence the circuit 
of

Fig. 24 becomes that of Fig. 34 when i s neglected, when f = fO0 ,

and when all the impedances are transferred to the output side of 
,2 '.

m --

FIG. 34--Equivalent circuit for cavity when resonant
and viewed at the output.
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Tr* circuit of Pig. 34 shows that Y in 2q. (57) Is

o a 0(8)

By substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (57), using the known values of n

YO , SO , and rout , and solving for m , one obtains

a [n 2 r 1 1/2 - 0.0(75 • (59)

L routYOl

It was assumed that, as a result of the light output coupling, the effect

of the load, T0 . on % and on the input impedance of the cavity at

resonanc!e could be neglected. This assumption was used in Eqs. (42),

(50), (52), and (54), -nd can now be checked. When reflected into the
cavity, the output load is

a
2
! 0 = 0.045 x 10 3 

, (60)

and is 4.9" of a0 ; hence the maximum error incurred with this assump-

tion is 4.9%--an acceptable error when compared to those incurred else-

where.

To obtain the magnitude, P , of the drive, i 0 , in terms of the

power incident on the cavity, Pine consider the circuit of Fig. 35

where it is assumed that the cavity presents a matched load to the line

and that the constant current generator is that of Fig. 24.

P7OY

FIG. 35--Equivalent circuit cf V':g. 24 i'er the ca:ity
is Rpsumed to be matched to the generator.
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Since the load is matched, all the ;ovar incident on the cavity is
absorbed and none is refleeted. The total power output, PgSn , of the
ideal current generator, i , is

i.
2

Pgen y .. (61)

Half of this power is absorbed by the generator admittance, YO , and
half is carried as P ine to the cavity admittance; hence in this matched

system,

Pinc 2 
- i
x

-
n (62)2 BY

o

or,

i6- [8YOP1 no/ . (63)

Now assume that the load presented by the cavity is changed. The power
output of the generator, Pgen I will also change; however, the generator
admittance will now be absorbing not only power from the generator but
also the power reflected from the cavity, Pref P due to the mismatch.
But by definition, the magnitude of the current output of the generator,

lioI , has not changed, and therefore the power incident on the cavity
has not changed. Thus, in the large-signal measurements, keeping the
power incident on the cavity constant is equivalent to keeping the mag-
nitude of the current generator in vig. 25, 1101 - P , constant. By
reflecting the current generator, I; , across the input transformer,

T1 , and using Eq. (63), the magnitude of the generator In Fig. 2) ca
be written as

P - Ini ,1. n sY~pin. " -, '64)

where from Eq. 32)

P - 1iol - IA cos ,,t + 3 sin + ti i [A_2 + 2] 1/2

The voltage, v , acosr the nrnlinear capacitance, Cd , is linearly
related to the power absorbed in the output load of the ,avity. In
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reference to Fig. 24, the power abeotbod in the loan admittance is

P I LO. (65)

By writing Sq. (65) in terms of v Instead of vL and solving for A.

one obtains

1 r2 Pvt]I/2 pl/2 (66)AO - .v I .. . . 210 Pout (66
=- Lo JO'

In sumury, the values of the linear parameters in the circuit of

Fig. 25 have been obtained in Eqs. (51), (39), (46), (56), (59), and (49),

respectively, and are

o - (n2 + m-)Yo 0.43 x 10- 3 
rhos

a0 - 0.92 x 10- 3 
ahos

C 0 - 0.12 Vpf

b 0 = 2.10 Ppf

n - 0.146

m o.o475

L - 1.35 mph

and from Eqs. (64) and (66) the magnitude of the drive, li 0 1 , and the

response, vi , are
P - I i o -1 o. 0 p ./2
Ao - Ivl o0 P/2

out

Thus, in the large-signal measurements, curves of the response of the
cavity with a constant Incident power level can be obtained by measuring

the power absorbed by the load as a function of frequency. These curves

can then be ub~a with Eqs. (64) and (66) to solve Eq. (34) - lteneously

for the unknowns a2 , a4 , b2 , and b4
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F. LARGE-SIGNAL HASUROMT

1. Preliminary Considerations

The response curve of a linear resonant system, when plotted for a

constant drive level as a function of the drive frequency, is a symmetri-

cal resonance curve. However, if the system contains a nonlinear element,

the curve of the response will no longer be symmetrical but will be

skewed toward higher or lower frequencies depending upon the sign of the

coefficients describing the nonlinearity. If the losses In the nonlinear

system are not too great and if a large enough drive is used, the response

can be expected not only to skew but also to have a frequency range in

which the curve is double-valued. This type of behavior is discussed by

many authors
16 , 17 .18 

and predicted from equations that are similar in

form to Eq. (34). However, tn show the double-valued portion of the

curve, it is n( ary to sweep the frequency into the bistable region

as shown in Pit . To establish the upper branch, the frequency of

the drive must start from below the double-valued region and sweep up-

wards until there is a discontinuous Jump downward in the response; and

to establish the lower branch, the frequency must be swept from above

the bistable region until a discontinuous Jump upward is experienced.

When the srall-signal measurements described in the previous section

were made on the cavity, the temperature of the ceramic dielectric post

could be assuad to be that of the cavity. However, if large rf fields

are established in the cavity, the power carried in these fields will be

dissipated in the dielectric with the result that its temperature will

rise. Therefore, in order to maintain the dielectric post at the cavity

temperature, all the large-signal measurements were made with pulsed

power. But with a pulsed system, the frequency sweeps necessary to show

the double-valued portions of the response curve are not possible; hence

a hysteresis such as that shown in Fig. 36 my not be seen.

When the measurements are made with puls~d power, tne cavity vst

reach the steady zbate in a time that is short ca.pared to the pulse

length. The fields in a cavity will reach 1/e of their final value in

QLn cycles. Xence, on a linear basis, the time constant of this cavity

is

=-- 3. m sec , (68)
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FIG. 36--Typical cu~rve Of the response of a resoant system
containing a nonlinear element (after Stoker39~).



where the frequency is that of the srnll-sgnal resonance. The cavity

can be assumed to have reached the steady state in 4 or approximately

14 wse¢. The shortest pulse length used in the large-signal measure-

ments was 1.4p sec; thus, a negligible error was introduced by neglecting

the effects of electrical transients in the cavity.

As shown in Appendix F, a negligible error (i.e., less than 2%) was

introduced by assuming that the electric field was constant across the

dielectric post.

2. Instrumentation

A block diagram of the instrumentation used in the large-signal

measurements is given in Fig. 37. The klystron oscillator supplied a

continuous sign.l to the traveling-wave amplifiers. The final amplifier

was tiiggered 10 times per second and supplied a 1.4 psec pulse to the

cavity. The power incident on the cavity was monitored through a 20 db

directional coupler with a thermistor and power meter so that it could be

kept at a constant level by means of the variable attenuator. The inci-

dent power was also sampled by a 20 db directional coupler and put through

a transmission wavemeter to a crystal. The output of the crystal was fed

to vertical channel no. 1 on the oscilloscope for observation of the pulse

shape and determination of the frequency. The power transmitted by the

cavity to the output load was sampled with a 10 db directional coupler

and broadband crystal, and the power level at the crystal could be con-
trolled with the precision variable attenuator. The output of the crystal,

after being amplified with a 30 db amplifier, was fed to vertical input

channel no. 2 on the oscilloscope. For each point of the data, the pre-

cision attenuator was set to give a 3 cm displacement on the oscilloscope,

and the necessary attenuation was read and used to calculate the peaA

output power of the cavity. This procedure was repeated at different

frequencies with a constant incident power level until a complete cuwan

of the cavity response was obtained.

The equiprp:, used to measure the cavity response was c' ibrated by
removing the cavity from the circuit an. Dlacing a matched load at point B

in F'g. 37. The variable attenuator was set to give a convenient power

level at point C where the average power level was read with the thermis-
tor and power meter. Following this, the thermistor was removed and

point A was connected to point C. ihe attenuation needed to give the 3 cm
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deflection on the oscilloscope was fowA on the precision %ariable attenu.

ator and read. The peak power at point A was then calculated from the

avere power reading given by the thermistor, and finally, the peak power

needed at point A to given the 3 cm deflection when no attenuation was

set into the precision attenuator was calculated. Hence all the readings

of attenuation obtained during the experimental runs gave the peak power

level at the cavity output, point A, as the number of db above the cali-

bration signal level.

3. Thermal Effects

The shape of the cavity output pulse as seen on the oscilloscope

depended upon the frequency of the applied signal. This variation of

shape with freq'rncy is shown by the photographs of te oscilloscope

trace given in Fig. 38 where, in all cases, the sweep was 1 cm/psec.

Figure 38a shows the 1.4 psec incident pulse from the final amplifier;

while Figs. 38b, 38c, 38d, and 38e show the output pulse when the fre-

quency of the drive was varied through the resonance from low to high

frequencies, respectively, and when the precision variable attenuator

was set to give a 3 cm deflection on the oscilloscope. Figure 38b was

taken when the frequency was far below resonance and shows a slight drop

in the magnitude of the pulse from its initial value (the pulse starts

on the right in the photographs). As the frequency of the drive was

increased, the magnitude of the output pulse increased as did the rate

at which the pulse magnitude fell off with time until a frequency was

reached at which the initial value of the pulse was at a maximum. The

pulse shape at this frequency is shown in Fig. 38c. As the frequency of

the drive was increased still further, the peak of the response became

displaced in time from the start of the pulse. That is, the peak would

move to the left in the photographs as the frequency was increased

(Fig. 38d) until it had moved completely off the pulse (Fig. 36e). Ite

output level of the pulse shown in Fig. 38d Is approximately 12 c. above

that sbrmn in Pig. 38e. This motion of the peak of the resn' se is better

shown with a longer pulse. Figure 39a shows an incident pulse of approxi-

mately 7 psec duration. Figure 39b shows the output pulse when tne fre-

quency was slightly abovc that wherc the initial response was at a maximum

and shows that the peak of the response occarred approximately 0.5 Psec

after the start of the pulse; while Figs. 39c and 39d show that when the
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(a) Incident Pulse

(b) f- 2.593 kMc (c) f 2.948 kMc

(d) f 3.90 Me '(e) f 3.110 kmc

FIG. 38--Oscilloscope trace photographs of the cavity
output pulee at various frequencies vt ; 'ht

peak incident power level is 2000 watts. The
sweep speed is 1 cm/pisec and time increases
to the left.
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(a) Incident Pulse (b) f = 3.140 Mc

(c) f s 3.178 kc (d) fT 3.233kMc

FIG. 39--Oscilloscope trace photographs uf the cavity
output pulse at various frequencies when the
peak incident power level is 2000 watts. The
sweep speed is 1 cm/psec and time increases
to the left.
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frequency was further Increased, the peak of the response was displaced
approximately 1.7 psec and 5.4 psec, resectively, from the start of the

pulse.

The cause of this phenomenon can be understood by considering the

heat generated in the ceramic during a single pulse. The dielectric post

is virtually an isolated thermal system during the time of the pulse

because its thermal conductivity was low; hence during the pulse the

ceramic did not rid itself nf the heat generated by the rf fields, and

its temperature therefore rose. An approximation of the temperature rise

can be obtained by considering the following elementary equation:

Q . CBT (69)

where Q is 4.eat in cal,

C is the specific %,at in cal/g.°C

m is mass in g , and

LT is the change in temperature in °C
The density of the ceramic was determined to be 5.2 g/cc and the mass of
the dielectric post was calculated to be 1.33 x 10

"
- g. It is reasonable

to assumc that the specific heat of the ceramic was approximately

0.2 cal/g.°C. If it is also assumed that the peak input power to the

cavity (hence the power dissipated in the ceramic post) was 1 kw, that

the ceramic post was an isolated thermal system and that the electrical
system was linear, then the temperature rise during a 1.4 psec pulse

calculated from Eq. (69), was

&T - = 12.6'C - 22.6 0F (70)cm

The small-signal resonance of the cavity occurred at approximately 2.9 INc
when the temperature of the dielectric was 123°r; however, 'f its tempera-

ture were 1500F, the resonance would have occurred at a higher frequency
due to the change in the dielectric constant. From Fig. 6 the relative

dielectric constant of this ceramic at 123OF i approximately 2100 ,nile
at 150°F it is approximately 1550. Since the sma2l-signal r, ,=nt fre-

quency would be shifted by approximately wie square "oot of the ratio of

the dielectric constant at the lower temperature to that at the higher

temperature, the resonant frequency would shift by a factor of approxi-

mately 1.16 or from 2.9 kMc at 1230 to 3.4 Mc at 15CF.
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On the basis of the simplified analysis made above, one can predict

the manner in which the magnitude of the cavity response wculd vary dur-

ing the time of a pulse when the cavity is driven with a high-power

incident pulse whose magnitude i4 constant. The initial response, a

seen on the oscilloscope, would be proportional to the fields in the

cavity when the temperature of the dielectric was that of the cavity

(1230) and when the maximum cf the resonance curve was in the region

of 2.9 k4c. But as time increased, the temperature of the dielectric

would rise until, at the end of the pulse, the response would be propor-

tional to the cavity fields when the temperature of the dielectric was

greater than that of the cavity (15OF) where the maximum of the reson-

ance curve would now occur at a higher frequency (3.4 kMc). This is

roughly equivalent to the resonance curve sliding toward higher frequencies

during the time of the pulse. If the frequency of the drive were above

2.9 kMc but below 3.4 kMc, one could expect that, during the pulse, the

response would start at a low value, build up to a peak and then fall off.

As shown by Figs. 38d, 39b, 39c, and 39d, this is what was observed.

This analysis does not take into account either the nonlinearity of

the dielectric or the changes in the nonlinearity of the dielectric which

probably occur during the time of the pulse. Also, it was assumed that

the input power was corstwAt whnus, in fuLa, the incident power was held

constant and the shape of reflected pulse was the inverse of that of the

response pulse. The analysis does indicate, however, that only the ini-

tial response of the cavity should be used for the measurements.

Anotber thermal effect must also be considered. If the heat gener-

ated by the rf in the dielectric during a pulse is not dissipeted before

the next pulse, the initial response of the cavity will be for the cera-

mic operating at some temperature above that measured wilh 'he thermometer.

To insure that this was not happening, the pulse repetition frequency was

reduced while monitoring the shape of the outptt pulse. The system was

triggered aatomatically at 10 pulses per second end then triggered manu-

ally at apcroximately 1 pulse per second. Wo change in sitl . the Initial

response or in the overall pulse shape was observd; however, when the

trigger rate was set at 100 pulses per second, the response wee radically

changed. A pulse repetition frequency of 10 pulsee per seconl 'was thr.'

foru used in all the large-signal measurements.
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4. Results

Curves of the peak output power of the cavity are given in Fig. 4O

as a function of frequency for three constant incident power levels.

The portions of the response curves on the high-frequency side of

the maxima are not shown since here the initial response of the cavity

was obscured by the heating effect and, at any given incident power level,

it was necessary to increase the frequency until the peak of the response

was well removed from the start of the pulse and an initial step was

evident as shown in Figs. 38d and 39b.
The curves of Fig. 40 can be used with Eq. (34) to determine the

unknown coefficients,

P- {(. + %)A. .. j a2A
3 

+ 84A05}

+ {[.n% 0. b.) -L A 0. J b,42A03 + j b 2s05

The constant parameters of this equation have been evaluated in Eqs. (39),

(146), (49), (51), (56), (59), (64), and (65) and are:

a. , 0.92 x 10'
3 

mhos

Go . (n
2 
+ s

2
)Yo " 0.143 . l0

-3 
.o

bO = 2.10 Ppf

C0 - 0.12 Ppf

L - 1.35 mph

P = 0.058 Pi/2 where P inc is in watts of peak power

AO 210 1o/2 where P is in watts of peak power.

Using these values, Eq. (34) becomes

3.36 x 10
-3  

ine 0. 283 + 6.95 x 106 Pout a2 + 2.56 x l0 ll ut 4

Pout 1.2FOta4

(r -9 _24._x_10

' [2.
9
4 x 10 ' 2

1
"8xi

°
9]

+ 4.3
6 
x Of Pout b 2 + 1.61 x 10

12
f P

2  bj

(71),
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The use of a Burroughs 22 computer to solve Eq. (71) simultaneous!4

with values of Pe Pout , and f taken from the curvcu of lg. 4O

indicated that the experimental errors were too large to allow a and

b4 to be determined but that a range for a2 and b2 could be esti-
mated. The estimated range of a2 was

- I10- 'O-< < 1.5 X 1o8

and that of b2 was

- 2 x10'8 <b 2 < 0.

These limits on a2 and b2 are so broad as to be vIrtually meaninglese.

It was therefore decided that, after dropping tUs terms involving
a4 and b4 , Eq. (71) should be fitted to the curves of Fig. 4O. The

largest error in the constant terms of Eq. (71) could be expected to
occur in the turns ratio, m , of the output transformer in the equivalent
circuit, since, as shown by Eq. (59), the calculated value of this ratio

includes the errors arising from the determination of the input turns
ratio n , from the determination of the loss term a0 , and from the

measurement of the large standing-wave ratio rout . As can be seen

from Eqs. (34) and (66), a change in m has a relatively large effect
since the square as well as the sixth power of the reciprocal of this
ratio enters into Eq. (71) when the terms in a4 and b4 are dropped.

To offset this error, Eq. (71) was fitted to the 60 watt curve of Fig. 40
(since here the contribution of the nonlinear terms is relatively 6., .11)

with a change in m of 1.6. Curves were then plotted using the modified

form of Eq. (71) with various values of a2 and b2 . In this way it
was possible to set much narrower limits on a2 and b2 than those
obtained with the computer because a relatively small ciae in the value
of either term radically changed the shape of the plotted curves. The

estimated value of a2 is

a2 = + 2.4 x 109 ± 1.0 xl1"9

while that of b2 is

b2 = - 2.4 x l0 "19 ± 0,6 x 10"L .

It is felt that these limits are wide enough to allow additional correc.
tion of the turns ratio or hanges in the other linear terms. These
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values egroo with thos Obt4ied durir; the tstring of an hirmonic generator
vhich e leys this ceramic dielectrt an its norlin es elemot and which

h s boen dosigned and built in this laboratory.

Thoe shed curves of Fig. 40 are plotted with values of + . x 10*9

ard . 2.4 W019  for &2  and b2  respectively snd, while the fit is

not exact, c a ige on the order of 10% In either &2 or b2 caused the

fit to deteriorate marxedly.

The value of the rf conductivity of the ceramic (734 DaTiO3 -27 SrTiO3 )

can be calculated from the value of %2 and Eq. (17) and is

O(F) - ' X n(tS)' - 8.5 + (5.7 x 1l - '2 t 2.4 x 1o'4) 2 ,hos/mster

n even

where 4 is the length a. the dielectric post In moeters

A is the arome-eectional area of the post in square mters eand

Z Is the electric field intensity in volts per meter.

The lare-eignal dielectric constant can be aimilarly obtained with Eq. (19)

and is

aCz) u b(48 )2 at 40(2200 . o1  116X 10,11)321e,(=) • .( ) = ,o (.5, x io"ll :t 1,.6

n even

where a0 is the dielectric constant of free space.

The peak incident power level, of the curves shown in Fig. 40 range

from 60w to 900w, and the correspon ing peak rf fielde established In the

dielectric can be obtained with Eq. (66) and the maxima of the curves of

the cavity response. Using this equation and the correction factor for

m , the peak electric fields in the dielectric were

z -v Out x 16 - 662.0 ,l/2 (72)
t out

from Pig. 40 a0 q. (72), the maximum electri field in the 1sleoctric

ranged from approximately 6.0 kv/cm wit, 60 v peak incidei power to

1 .5 kv/cm with 900w pealt incident powcr.

The field stringth obtained experimentally from the 60 watt curve

and Eq. (72) can bc used to che" the correction fuctor for m by cal-

culating the field strength in the dieleetric with the del'inition of Q

. A5 .



and the expression for enevu storage:

aMQ -W

w - fdJdV = 
l 2
1 ,

where, in this case,

W is the energy stored in the cavity

P is the poyer dissipated - Pitn[(rin - 1)/(rin + 1))

V is the volume of the dielectric cylinder, and

E is assumed to be a constant in the dielectric.

Solving for Z and substituting the known values of Q , c , p , , and

V gives a maximum electric field field in the dielectric of 6.5 kv/cm.
This value is within 10% of that obtained above and is, therefore, a

reasonable check on the correction factor for m 

A more accurate method for measuring the nonlinearity of a ceramic

dielectric would probably result from casting the response of the equiva-

lent circuit in terms of the power reflected by the cavity for in this

case it would not be necessary to use an output transformer whose turns

ratio could only be obtained with a limited accuracy.
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APPUDIX A

SOI ON OF MDM VAUIE PROBI FMI . LL-SIOIPAL

The geometry used is that of Fig. A.l.

Y

S Zo , 13 [ 6Zo  r / ZO, 3 -load// ////jJA

-z-O Z=a z m+d

FIG. A.l--Sche-mtic 'iagram of sample configuration.

For Fig. A.1,

Region I, an air-filled section of the waveguide, has a real

characteristic impedance, Z0 , and a real propagation

constant, 1 .

Region II, a section of the waveguide which is filled with a

nonlinear dielectric, extends from z = m to z = m + d
and has both a complex characteristic impedance, Z; , and

a complex propegation constant, .

Region III, an air-filled section of the waveguide, is termin-
ated by a matched load and has a real characteristic impcd-

ance, Z0 , and a real propagation constant, P .

Since both faces of the dielectric are perpendicular to the axis of the
waveguide, only the dominant mode should be excited. And since wall

losses in the waveguide can be neglected when vom-pared to those in the

dielectric, the fields in Regions I, I, and III can be written c

Region III: By = Ae J
Pz

(A.l)
A e-joz
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RegifL If: Hy =Be
lr . +4rZ

Au -r e "-C e4rZ

,(A.1)

Region I: Ey -De
"Pz Ee

+ P
z

. e-oz . L_ e+-'
Zo Zo

where A , B , C , D , and E are functions of x and y , and the

time dependency, e
J
c

t 
, is assumed but not written.

The boundary conditions are that By and H, must "e continuous at

z-m and z.m+d , hence

Ey,I , Ey, I  and Hx, I - H, 11  at z - m(A.2)

Eyll , Ey'iii and Hx,II - Hx,II I at z m + di

Substituting Eqs. (A.l) into Eqs. (A.2) yields

De'J
m 

+ Ee
+ J

o
m 

= Re
r 

+ .
+ r

DO e-jpm.- L e+jm - LO
e 'r m " 

-0 C 
e +

rm

Zo z 0 0;fo
(A.3)

,,-r(m~d) + Ce +r(me+) - A, -jp(m+d)

B e-r(m+d) - 2 e+r(m'+) A L e-J O(m+d)

Letting z - m - 0 and solving Eqs. (A.3) simultaneously for D/A , gives

D- .- -- e-Lj ~ a  1 1 + d ) 2 -l .
A e r -( , (A.4)A 4 7 /

The tran Issic- otrough the dielectric is

o Power to the load inRegion III A A* A)

Power incident to the dielectric in Region I D ,

where * indicates the complex conjugate.
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Substituting Eq. (A.4) into Eq. (A.5' and noting that Z0 and 0 are

eal while and r are complex, gives the reciprocal o: transyission as

1 DD5I ~ 1 ,2. .... ~ - - - e"I
T AA* 4 z L\ z Z;o/

1 12

_ Iz +Z .Z;) 2 e~r - (Z0 -Z6)
2 e-r'd 12(A.6)

In orler to reduce Eq. (A.6), expressions for Z0 , z , and r are

nepded. The ware equation for transverse electric waves in rectangular

waveguide is

V z - -kc 2 H, (A.7)

where in Region TI,

kc  + -r2  + D 2 , (A.8)

and VT2  
is the laplacian operator taken with respect to the trans-

verse coordinates, x and y .

From the solution of Eq. (A.7)
22 

it can be shown that, in Regions I and II,

Po .fz . 2- /2 , 'A.9)

where fc is the cutoff frequency of the air-fillea waveguide, a-,d

P0 is the permeability of free space.
For the dominant 7E 10 mode in the waveguide, kc  is given by

k.c kx - , (A.10)

where a iz the width of the waveguide, i.e., the x-dimension.

The definitions of the complex dielectrc constant and loss tangent have

already been given and are Eqs. (2) and '4), respectively:

e e' -Je" and tan 6--
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Substituting Eqs. (4i), (2), We (A. 10) into Eq. (A.81, resuits in

a/1 out1(1 - j1 tan 6)] 1/2U

It is assumed tint fox the nonlinear dielectric* of interest

( / o ) - k ' > 1 0 0 , h e n c e , w 2 o i , > D 2( 
. 2

Therefore, Eq. (A.11) can be vritten

r c2
e'(1 - tan 6)]/ _~~ [1 - e 3 i ta 1/2 . (A.13)

Using a binomial series expamision for Eq. (A.13) produces

It can be assumed that in Region I! tar 6 << 1I therefore Eq. (A.1))

becomes

Also In Region II, the complex characteristic impedance is

Z; IOP (A.16)
7B r

Substituting Eq. (A.15) into Eq. (A.16), gives

IZ 2 1 f l+ 1 (A.17)
S 46 el1- J(tan 5)/2) \ [ ta2 8

Substituting Eqs. (A.15) and (A.17) into Eq. (A.6), neglecting the term

involving tan 26 y and simplifyi ng, results in

1 1 [('', +FLO4 &.6
T l~o2 I~de) O + ~J) exp (s Ii 'd t 6

+ t-- -x( co r.T d tan 6) - 2Z 02 7- c d4 70

P" ta0  5 2 )r11, 2d1 ] (A.18)
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Since it has been snmed that (c'/co) > 100 , the term involving

sin 2U V-
"

- in Eq. (A.18). can be neglected. Simplifying Eq. (A.18)

further reduces the expression for 1/T to

- + b) 2 
e+ g -o(1 - b)

2
e" . 4(l , b2?2hin d. } (A.19)

T 1- -ro6br ,11

1 "
where b . ,

2

d - sample thickness in meters.

Since 1 >> b >> b , terms in b
2 

can be neglected In Eq. (A.19). which,

after still further simplificationbecomes

T . sinh x + 2b cosh x)
2 
+ sin 2 d (A.20)

Let Tmex be t.e maximum of transmission when w - 0 , and 1/2 be

the (n when T - Tm /2 , Assume x, b , and el vary slowlywith co.

Wh~en w-w

dwb 4rPT' - xs n - 1,2,3,4,..., (A.21)

and Eq. (A.20) becomes

1 .1 2 2,
- ( sinh x + 2b cosh x] + sin.d, )p (A.22)

Wihen w - "l/2 Eq. (A.20) becomes

2 1 2f
T- = 2 sinh x + 2b cosh x] + -n

2
I.f .. (A.23)

Let

1 V Lb - (A.24)
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Subtracting Sq. (A.22) from Eq. . employing Zqs. (A.2.) and (A.241,

and simplifying, gi2ee

sinns- - - -( / (A.25)

Substituting Eq. (A.21) into Eq. (A.25) and rearranging yield3
si x f- 1, 2,3,4 ,... (A. 26)

where f0  . the frequency of the maximum of transmission, T

f1/2 - the frequency at Tm=/2,

2(1 - (fL'fo)211/2
a = dfO~

dt = sample thickness in cm,
ifo,k -f~o x 

" 9 ,

f - cutoff freq.nncy of the waeguide.

Equation (A.21) can now be restated as

(".)1/ . L / 5 n - 1,2,3,4,.. (A.27)
= =.l d, fOkMe

When n - en , Eq. (A.20) become Eq. (A.22), which car be simplified with

Eqs. (A.21) and (A.27) to become

,n nnh --! tan T-2 cosh M tan 1n (A.28)

Equation (A.28) can be put into a form that is not transcerdtntial by

expressing the sinh and 'osh terms as exponentials, simplifying,

and using the quadratic form, to give

exp itan 8 H + H
2

ex\- 2 J 2 ., (A.29)

where

1 - F ~ a/15n
1+F 1 F /2
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As explained in the text, Iqo. (A.2A) sa (A.27) yield1 the real part of

the rel~ative dielectric ConStant, Kc' y from the masured data, while

Eq. (A.29) yield1s the lo-se tangent. tan a
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APPSUIX B

IUIIVATION 01. I3Ct5$1 I EAVIC( OF A TUED C.Vrf

Consider a resonant cavity containing a dielectric whose dielectric

constant can be changed. At a given dielectric constent, ixuelles curl

equations can be written for the volm Inside the cavity as

VxEs " 
3met) (.1

V 9- JmO (.1

where

e = '1- J42

Note that a notation differen' from that of the text is used to distinguish

the real and Imaginry parts of the complex dielectric constaut. At a

slightly different value of dielectric constant, one can write

V X =1 J (B.2)
V x H' * 3s''E' )

By vector identity,

fE"-(V xH)dV fH'(V x E')dV-fE x H-dA , (B.3)

where V is the volume enclosed by the cavity and A is the surface

area enclosing V .- Employing Eqs., (B.1) and (B.2) in Eq. (B.3), ab-m-

irg that wail losses can be neglected, and assuming that the cavity is

not externally loaded, gives

MY JE.E'dV - di H.H'd.• (B.4)

Similarly, one obtains

0)Ie'E'E'dV - - w IiH.H'd" .' (B.5)

Combining Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5) produas

(L2 e E*E'dV
( s'EE'dV (B.6)
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Let

and (B-7)
'-, - jei = (el + -') - j(62 + Z2)

Substituting Eq. (B.7) into Eq. (B.6), neglecting second-order terms in

& ad assuming tan 8 << 1 , results In

1 fJE'E'dVd A1. I(B.8)
In 2 fe03E'dVo + JIsj'E'dVd .1

where go is the dielectric constant of free space,

V0  is the volume inside the cavity but external to the dielectric,

Vd  is the volume of the dielectric.

The fields are changed very little by the incremental change in

dielectric constant, as, ' nce Eq. (B.8) can be written as

&~f 1lawl P as,
- - -L I,(B.9)

f 2 PL W ,+ wo ) '1

where W1  is the electrical energy stored in the dielectric

-21 Je1 E.EdVd

WO is the electrical energy stored in the electric field

outside the dielectric - 1 IeOE.EdV 0

PL is the total power lost and is assumed equal to the power

lost in the dielectric.

Now the quality factor of the dielectric, Qd equals (1/tan 5) ,.MI/PL)

and the system

nW1 + w)

PL

hence,

AM 1 1 L

f 2 Q tan 5 e1

or in the notation of the text,

bf 1 1 lu (B.10)
f 2 Qtanb e

It should be emphasized that here Q is the Q of the cavity when the

dielectric is included.
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AffWIZ(- C

MNATIM OF ICK240 SUVIO OF ?a=m SWiM

Consider so maveguide coafigurstiul containing a dielectric whoe

dielectric constnt can be changed.

FT--. C.1.-lWayeguide configuration with nonlinear dielectric.

On.the dominant weveguide mode propagates at planes I and 2. For a

given dielectric constant, NazveW a curl equations can be written for

the vol-.ae betwen planes 1 and 2. These are

7 X -M ,(C.1.)

VX a joa(C.2)

where

e ' .=

Note that, as in Appendix B, a notation different from that of th~e text

is used to distinguish the real and imaginary parts of the complex di.

electric constant.

At a slightly different value of dielectric constant, one can vr te -

Vx X Z, E - ,M (c-3)

V X a JseE (C.4)

Using Eqs. (C.1) and (C.I&) yields the expression

JV-(E . Wi,)dv -f, x i..o - XH*d -J2 ,-dA

J1.- i V -JR.V XH

J . aY4±)HdVH -JB(- jmcE*)EldV (C.-5)
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where * indicates the complex onjugate,

V is the volume enclobed between planes 1 and 2, and

A1 and A2 are the areas at planes 1 and 2 respectively.

Similarly using Zqs. (C.2) and (C.3) gives

fz xH*.dA2 -fI x 15.dA, - - Jr H-dV +fjme*)E'.M~V (C6

For a constant input signal at plane 1, one has

E'(l) X(l)
(c.7)H,(l) - ()

The fields at plane 2 are

E (2) = E(1) e-
Je 

e
"
0

H (2) - H(l) e-
J e-a I

'c.8)

E,(2) - F(l) e'Jo'e''

H1(2) - H(l) eJe'e'2'.

were e is the total phase shift between planes 1 and 2, and

a represents total loss between planes 1 and 2.

For small changes in dielectric constant, one can write

a' " 5 4 As 1

a = + a , (c.9)

0, e + 1W
,.nd

E' , BE+ '1
(c.io)

H' H + &

In this analysis only the first-order incremental terms are included.

From Eks. (C.8) and (C.9) one obtains

WP x H*.dA2 -fE x H'
5

*dA [.ia-" -
"  

- I] JE(1) x H(1)*dA .
(c.ul)

84milarly, one can obtain

JE'I x H*.dA2 -fE' x H.dA = [c -_ -6 e - a1]fr() x II(l)*.dA,
(c.12)
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Subtracting Sq. (C.12) from (C.11) and esploying Eqs. 'C.5) ana (C.6),

pme _ .aj-. '.' 1) x E(l)1(1 -.dA -- ,(i. ".f(RH . - W'.i)dv

ia -l¢-,.. - Z,..)dv + * f.l'-Vd, (C-13)

where the last integral is taken over the volume of the dielectric since

Af exists Cay within the dielectric. Substituting Eq. (C.1O) into

Eq. (C.13) and equating the imagiary terms while assugaig W and M

small gives

2,60e' Re QE X *'.dA1 }

L2 tan 5 mtf(AE/E).lI1i2dVj1
a= ' c E ~JIEI2 dVd 1+ (&Gl/el)fe1INI'dV d * cl

where Ret Imeans "real part of t "

Im I means "imginary vart of { " s4
tan 8 = e •

NOw tan 5 < .1 and if the insertion loss is low, Eq. (C.I) reduces to

2We-f Re e{J *.dE x. f,-I E 2 dd (C,15)

To evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. (C.15), use

fV.E x *dV = fE X H-- 2 -fE x H •dA (C.16)

Substituting Eqs. (C.1) and (c.8) into Eq. (C.i6) .,I equating the rea.L

parts yields

f-lIEIEdVd - - (e' - 1) Re IfE x H*dAj}. (C.17)

Using Eq. (C.17), F^. (C.15) becomes

1 (ea A 1
S * (i.18)
2 Lan b e
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Assuming a matched systemp it Is p $ ible to write

e 29= P-- (c.19)

out

where Pin is the power incident at plane 1,

Pout is the power at plane 2.

Hence, the incremental phase shift is

be.1 PloSt 'U1

2 tan B Fout 61

or in the notation of the text

1 Plost ' (C.20)

2 tan " Pout C'
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APPEDIX D

DI-VATION OF WNMOD TO VP2AURE DIRE C CONSTANT

USING RESORM INTERFEFOHPTE

The geometry of the interferometer is shown in Figure D.1.

Lucite L WJ
Coupler

b-2

FH 7 \L

FIG. D.1--Schematic diagram of interferometer.

The monochromatic plane wave enters at 1, and after being partially

reflected by the lucite coupler placed at 450 to its direction of pr A-

gation, exits at 2. Two flat aluminum reflectors are labeled 3 and 4--
3 being fixed and 4 movable. Let the following ters be defined as

S12 = complex scattering coefficient from 1 to 2,

r ' r4 - reflection coefficients of reflectoro 5 and 4

respectively,

L = distance between the reflectors,

t - transmission coefficient of 'he lucite coupler,

J7 = reflection coefficient of the lucite cou±aer,

a + 4 complex propagation constant of the wave where a

represents the losses suffered by the wave, such

as diffraction loss and dielectric loss in air and

is not necessarily independent of L
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IFi g. ILI, tic smtoi comfm 5 * be =!Lui a

N2 t -~ 4 t~U{

*[r"t2. h'.ILY~....J (ILa2)

£Iintlm (D-2) can Te 1 3 t

let L be the ftste Ietu- the refleebs tbat =Wkm 1112 a
ula6m For tbe axmuI efaeews. Z6 is

'a 2

sim th phase awl or r nt id r 0. N~wze 5.2 she tMe bebheviw

or iI 1=a rmwtimaor I.

I SU4z = jSj(L.~) I U S, the W. rfrectr Is
for off zesmmee

U59 5q- (D-3) In Eq. (1L5) wd 53JPUfifyte,

1- t2~f~Jeq(-3Ii3 ).ez(-.~

1L (t (2 +7 i2 rf±JexA-20L.j _[I (t 2 Gi7 .rP(222)
~~ ~i~(-.ai xJ ~ -trei.~



I S 121 a

IS 12(Lf*' I -

2 2

L Ln

FIG. D.2.-Magnite uf transfer scattering coefficient
of interferometer as a function of tne die-
tance , L , between the reflectors.
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Vnere arg r 3 + arg r4 - 2OLn  0,

arg r3 + erg r 4 -  pLm-x z , a

e I is assumed.

For simplicity define the follving:

r 1 +t2r~ep-0 x I

](t2  + 7
2  (D.8'

I812 .. S 1 - t2Irfrjexp(-201Ln) .
L9 2 5 

(D .9 )

Substituting Eqs. (D.7), (D.8), and (D.9) into Sq. (D.6) and using the

law of cosines gives

+ [t
2  ~ xp 2cL -2[t

2 
+ y2) rf ep(-2OL)]cos e]

1'+ [t 'rF4 exp(-2aLnT
2 - P[t2r,1ep(') Lnco s e

S
2

2 (1-+t d ) (D.10)

or by using a half-angle formula, Eq. (D.1O) becomes

i(t2 + , )I'rfrlexp(-92ann)1 2 + 4(t 2 + ,2rjep exp(- Ln)sin2(/2)}

2t 2

Solving Eq. (D.11) for 4 sin
2
(e/2) yields

.204 sine 0

2.

(1+ d2  t2!r3rIeC( n]
Ot- 2-2

) 
) 

-2 2 (1 + d2)
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Substituting Sq. (D.8) Into Eq. (D.12) gives

4 sin 
2  0 t ) l -d2) l - t2jr prj e xp(2 % ) 2 ( .

2 1rfrjep(= )j2(t 2 
+ 7') - S( + d' I

The loss suffered by a wiave, when manking a comiplete traverse between the

reflectors and when L =Ln , is very nearly the same as when L - 6

therefore

-r2 exp(-axb,) - exp(-20L . (D.14&)

And for convenience, the following can be defined as

02 a (t' + 72) (D.15)

.2 A a 2 
_ S 2 '(D.16)

Using Eqs. (0.8), (D.14), (D.15), and (D.16), and simplifying, Eq. (D.13)
finally becomes

4 sin - L 3r41]2aS d 2 + .2 2)1 2 (D.17)
2 dj~~ (15 (+d)/ 2l]d *

Now replace the altminum reflector at 3 in Fig. D.1 with a dielectric

reflector that has the same shape and has a thickness which is electri-

cally infinite. Let the reflection coefficient of the dielectric face

be r ,~ It can be assumed that r'4 - 1 . Using these definitions and

Eq. (0.14), Eq. (0.8), for the case of the dielectric reflector, becomes

1 %2a ir 1 +t2 1r 2v
d1 -- T 1+ 

2
II (0.18)

W~hen both reflectors are aluminum, it can be assuned r 3  P4 I hence

in this case, Eq. (D.8) Ib

d0- (0.19)

For convenience, *6can be defined ae

e0 2 - 2(1 + d*2 2 in- 11 2 (0.20)
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where the zero subscript indicates tl~t a quantity is defined for the

cae In which both reflectors are aluminum. Vith Eqs. (D.19) and (D.20),

Eq. (D.17) becomes

*6do (D.21)

With the above preliminary work, it is now possible to colve for the

index of refraction of the dielectric in term of the measurable experi-

mental quantities, do , d1 , 50 , and 0O by using Eqs. (D.18), (D.19),

and (D.21). The index of refraction is

n + im (D.2)

n I - I(2

where Irl is the negative of the reflection coefficient of the dielectric.

Rearranging Eq. (D.18) yields

1 + t,
2 
In

Irl 22 +7" (D.23)

2 J 2  -t t2 d]2
1 + ,22 ir I

Substituting Eq. (D.23) into Eq. (D.22) yields

2 2(1 + t
2

r2
irs'\

(l+ d.,2) d1 (l + t
2 2

/. + t
2
1r, (D.24)

d1(l - t 
2 

19 2 (i - A22) (1l + a 
22
11

but from Eq. (D.21), one finds that

1 -d2.,
2  

- Ldod (D.25)

and fr1 Eq. (.n.

22 e*' 2 2

1- t d 22' (D.26)
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aM using the assumption of Eq. (D- 32) gives

1 /D.35)

With Eqs. (D.31) and (D.32), Eq. (D.27) becomes

2 2

2 2 - t t (- (D.36)

n-I + (a39

or

,G2 t) 2 22.-(

Using Eq. (D.341 in Eq. (D.37) yield.

T2 
2 

- 2) - do) (D.36)

Using Eq. (D.33) in Eq. (D.22) gives

n (D.39)

or

(D.o)

Now with Eqs. (D.3
1
4), (D.35), (D.36), (D.38), (D.39), and (D.40), Eq. (D.30)

can be reduced to

D I d 1  (*O/)[ - (*:do'/2)](l do)(2/n)}D

Equation (D.4l) can be further reduced by usirg Eqs. (D.33) and (D.35)
and neglecting the teram in *02 to give

D,= d{, . do) (D.42)

The term so2 appears in the definition of *1 , Eq. (D.20), and2
should also be investigated. Equation (D.16) defines s0  as

t2 2 ( + '7 22)
2  (

2  - t2)(l -2t2rC)

s0o - 0t + 71,2-2 o (l + t222 ()'g)
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From Sq. (D.36) one obtains
(2 _ t2 0 (1 ),(

and from Eqs. (D.34) and (D.36),

(1 _ a2t2.r ) = ,T(l + do), (D.45)

where the term I n ,2 Iha been neglected. Rearranging Eq. (D.36) gives

(1+ t%21). (1 _ t22)( + %2 (D.46)

and

2 t2= -0, (D.4)

Substituting Eq. (D.47) into Eq. (D.46), using Eqs. (D.3
4
) arL (D.35),

and neglecting the term in I2 yields

(1+ t
2 2  2 [- 1 1 (*/.dj'4

Substitutng Eqs. (D.44), (D.45) and (D.48) into Eq. (D.43) gives

so2 *0' [1.+ 0d/) (1 - do 
2

) (D.49)

To first order, g0 ; therefore, substituting Eq. (D.49) into

Eq. (D.20) yields

+o +0 (l + eodo)(1 + do) (D.50)
2

The term (I + a2 v )/r in Eq. (D.28) can be evaluated with 3qs. (Dl.34)
and (D.3() as

1+c%2 2- *d0  v 2, (D.51)
T (1/2v)(2 -. Odi
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Substituting Eqs. (D.29) arid 0D.51 into Eq (D.26) yields

n = --(D.52)

where these terms are defined by Eqs. (D.50), (D.42), (D.9), (D.15),

respectively,

08 0 (1 + %0 )(1 + do'),

2 =

r *;(1 - do)

and

a=(t +

Now 6 0 is smal3l and a is close to unity, hence, Eq. (D.50) can be

written as

e0 ~ ~ o O(led)(1l+d0 2

*1 - 2a sin!- 1 + , (D-53)

and Eq. (D.142) can be written as

D, =d1 [ -Lo2 (1l-do)].- (D.54)

With Eqs. (D.53) and (D054), Eq. (D.52) can be finally writte as

where n -index of refraction,

~ 0  
0Oo(1 f. e0d0)(l + d 0

*0 10 = sin L 1 0 -



m)1 gd 1-l do

and

Go o

An expression for the loss tangent, tan 6 , of the dielectric will

now be obtained. The complex index of refraction is defined as

n* - n(I - jk) , (D.5)

where k is the index of absorption. VoL Hippul
1 

gives tan 5 in

terms of k as

2k
ta-5 - k

which, for small k , reduces to

tan 5 2k .(D.57)

When rationalized, the reflection coefficient of the dielectric reflector

becomes

n*-1 (n2 + -)-J2n .k
nr +l (n+) +n-  (D.58)

With Eq. (D.57), the argument of r is

tanB tanb
arg r = arctan -T (D.59)

nf5. + (tan re/4)]j n

Vow when the aluminum stplionar reflector is used and when the inter-

ferometer is resonant (i.e., L - Ln), a wave undergoes a phase shift of

21 when making a complPte traverse of the interferometer from 4 to 3

and back to 4, In Ug. D.1, or

Z:0I3n + 0 - 2x u , 1,2,3,..... (D.60)

where 0 is the phase shift suffered in the lucite coupler. However,
when the dielectric stationary reflector is useA, the wave undergoes

additional phase bhift when reflected at 3; hence the total phas shift
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Is Oiven by

wahere L' to the resocent spftcing With the dielectric reflector.

Subtractig Sq. (D.61) fr.m Eq. (D.60) yield.

2L- arg r-o, (D.62)

where

,OL -L nL

Using Eq. (D.59), Eq. (D.621 becoms

tan 5- 2nRK4L(D.63)

where ~ 2x/)L,

o real pert of the complex index of refraction.



APPMIXU I

AUGMhE OF CAVITY USED TN lARE-SINAL

An exploded-view photograph of the parts as they fit into the cavity

is shown in Fig. 30. A photograph of the assembled cavity holder is shown

in Fig. 29. In the description of the method of assembly, all letter

references are ade to Fig. 30.

Before assembly, all pats should be carefully cleaned. The coupling

loops should be inspected under a microscope to insure that the end of the

insulation is free of all dirt which could provide an arc lath. The di-

electric post is cleaned with Versene as described on page 15 of Mhpter IT,

and then Inspected under a microscope to make sure that the metal deposited

on the ends of the post is stidl intact.

First the two gaskets, shown in Fig. 27b, are put or. the lower end

of the cavity, a , with high-tamperature grease. They are reds from a

0.002" sheet of polyethylene and serve to stop the 8F6 from byassing

the cavity. The dielectric post is put on the end of the center conduc-

tor and the cavity lowered into the hole bored in the center of the holder.

The locking pins, b , are then screwed in so that their ends fall rnto

the flats milled in the side of the cavity. This not only holds the cav-

ity in place but also insures that the holes in the side of the cavity

are aligned with the holes in the locking pins thr&gh which the coaxial

lines with their coupling loops will be inserted. Next the berylli%-t

copper disk, c , is stuck to the end of a glass rod with a small amount

of rubber cement and lowered gently into place on top of the cavity with

care being taken not to dislodge the dielectric post. Whei. the disk is

in place, the glass rod is moved sideways to fre it and "ervved. The set

pin, d , can now be screwed down until it forces the disk down onto the

cavity and also seals the gaskets on the lower end of the cavity. The

coaxial lines with the coupling loops, • , are then inserted through the

locking pins an cavity wall so that the plane of the loops f rertical.

The tension pin, f , is screwed Into the set pin, d , but not far enough

to touch the disk, c Finally the whole assembly Is connected into a

transmission measurement setup and brought to operating temperature in

order to set the tension on the disk and maximize the coupling. The
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measurement setup differs from that of Fig. 2 only in that 3-bend instead

of X-band eqj~plent is used and that the 10 db output coupler is replaced

by a 10 db pad between the 20 db coupler and the holder. The crystal that

measures the transmission is put direnly on the output of the cavity.

While watehing the transmission trace on the oscilloscope, the tension

pit., f , is very slowly screwed down. When the resonance curve has

reached its .aximum amplitude without shifting the resonant frequency,

the correct setting has been found, einar the disk will now be making

good contact with the metalized end of the dielectric post. The coupling

is then maximized by changing the orientation and depth of penetration of

the loops.
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APPFrNM. F

D INATION OF FIELD CTRVATJE IN CE&UMIC SAMPL

In Chapter IV the electric field intensity across the ceramic sample

is assumed to be a constant. To estimate the validity of this assump-

tion, the wave equation can be solvd for the region in the dielectric

where the cylindrical coordinate system is that of Fig. F.l.

r -

V0

FIG. F.l--Coordinate system for cylindrical post
of nonlinear dielectric.

Since the length of the sample, t , is small compared to the free space

wavelength in the transmission line of the cavity, the electric field

can be assumed constant in the z-direction. Let EO be the electric

field intensity at r - 0 . The wave equation is

VT% - - k,, (.1)

where VT
2 

is the Laplacian operator taken with respect to he

transverse coordinates,
kc2 • 72 k

2

-- propagation constant in the z-direction

k
2  

. 20
e 

'.
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There are no variations of E itr. ? . There is no propp.a+on inz
the z-direction, therefore 7 = 0 • Since tan 5 << 1 , the dielectric

constant can be assuwed to be

e - = ,Ok' ;

hence Eq. (F.1) in cylindrical cocr.inates reduces to Bessel's equation,

which is

--2  - 23 e ( 0 (F.2)

r
2  

+" 7 +~ 0 a0  z 5

for which the solution is

E =z - oJ(a)w k r) . (F.3)

Equation (F.3) can now be evaluated at r = a and r - (2/3)a . At

r = a , E is

B,.= o.967 Eo ,

and at r= (2/3)a , it is

% - 0.985 E0

hence a negligible error (I.e., less than 2%) is introduced by assuming

Ez to be a constant from r - 0 to r - a
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